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All fields of science are becoming data intensive. The decrease of computing
price and the evolution of data collection methods have created novel research
opportunities. This new data intensive paradigm puts a new kind of premium
to research data, since it more than ever before forms the lifeblood of research.
As a result the demand for publishing research data has increased from both
funding bodies and the research community. These factors combined present
novel challenges for research data management and publication.
This thesis sheds light on the current status of research data management,
sharing and publishing. The primary contribution of the thesis is the ex-
amination of existing technical solution to these research data challenges. In
addition requirements for successful research data solutions are proposed. The
secondary contribution of the thesis is the research of the cultural atmosphere
surrounding research data management, sharing and publishing.
Technical solutions for the three research data challenges were found mainly
from within the open source community. Solutions like Dataverse, Invenio,
Hydra Project and CKAN offer platforms for sharing and publishing data.
Solutions like iRODS can be used to manage research data. These solutions
serve their purpose, but there is no good integrated solution that would solve
all three research data challenges. The lack of holistic solutions combined with
the lack of culture and knowledge about research data management result in
limited research data publishing and sharing.
Future work should, in addition to building an integrated solution for shar-
ing, publishing and managing research data, aim to make the culture around
research data management more open.
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Tutkimustieto on nykypäivänä keskeinen osa kaikkea tutkimusta. Tieteelli-
sen laskennan hinnan lasku ja tutkimustiedon keräämismenetelmien kehitys
ovat johtaneet uusiin tutkimusmenetelmiin. Tutkimustietokeskeinen suuntaus
asettaa tutkimustiedon tärkeämpään asemaan kuin koskaan aiemmin, sillä
ilman laadukasta tutkimustietoa parhaat tulokset jäävät saavuttamatta. Tä-
män johdosta tutkijayhteisö ja tutkimuksen rahoittajatahot ovat alkaneet vaa-
tia tutkimustiedon julkaisemista. Näiden kehitysten johdosta tutkimsutiedon
hallintaan ja julkaisuun täytyy kehittää uusia ratkaisuja.
Tämä opinnäytetyö valottaa tutkimustiedon julkaisemisen, jakamisen ja hal-
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Opinnäytetyössä esitellään pääasiassa avoimen lähdekoodin ratkaisuja tutki-
mustiedon haasteisiin. Dataversen, Invenion, Hydra-projektin ja CKANin kal-
taiset järjestelmät ovat alustoja tutkimustiedon julkaisemiseen. iRODSin kal-
taiset sovellukset soveltuvat tutkimustiedon hallintaan. Nämä ratkaisut toi-
mivat, mutta yhdistettyä ratkaisua tutkimustiedon hallintaan, julkaisuun ja
jakamiseen ei ole. Kokonaisratkaisujen sekä tutkimustiedon hallintaan ja ja-
kamiseen liittyvän kulttuurin puutteesta seuraa, että tutkimustietoa jaetaan
vähän verrattuna sen määrään.
Jatkotutkimuksen tulisi keskittyä tutkimustiedon hallinnan, jakamisen ja jul-
kaisemisen yhdistävän palvelun lisäksi etsimään ratkaisuja aiheeseen liittyvän
kulttuurin ja tietotaidon parantamiseen.
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Terminology

Research data In the context of this thesis, research data refers to data
that has been generated or used in scientific work

Research papers Research papers is the umbrella term used in this thesis
to cover traditional scientific publishing material, such
as journal articles and conference papers

Research data man-
agement

Research data management refers to to the act of man-
aging research data during a research project - this in-
cludes but is not limited to documenting, annotating
and cleaning research data

Research data shar-
ing

Research data sharing refers to sharing research data
between two parties, either by sharing it privately or
making the research data available

Research data pub-
lishing

Research data publishing refers to the act of making
research data public for all the world to see

Metadata Metadata is descriptive data about data that is used
to give context and other additional information about
the data itself

CSC CSC is a Finnish provider of scientific computing and
storage services

EUDAT EUDAT is a EU level initiative that aims to bring re-
search data management, sharing and publishing tools
to European research institutions

DOI DOI (Digital object identifier) is a commonly used per-
sistent identifier scheme for research papers

Handle Handle is a persistent identifier scheme
URN URN is a Finnish persistent identifier scheme
Dataverse Dataverse is an open source research data publishing

platform originally developed in Harvard University
iRODS iRODS is an open source research data management

software
Etsin Etsin is a metadata publishing tool for Finnish institu-

tions
Avaa Avaa is a Finnish service to open datasets for public use
ATT ATT (Avoin Tiede ja Tutkimus) is a Finnish ministry

led initiative to introduce openness to the Finnish field
of science

PAS PAS (Pitkäaikaissäilytys) is a Finnish project to de-
velop long term archival of datasets

Hydra Project Hydra Project (also referred to as Hydra in this thesis)
is an extensible open source repository solution
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Invenio Invenio is a CERN based, now open source data repos-
itory solution

Zenodo Zenodo is a public instance of Invenio with a custom
user interface

GitHub GitHub is a platform for collaborating on and sharing
source code

B2Share B2Share is a research data publishing service of the
EUDAT initiative

B2Drop B2Drop is a research data sharing and managing tool
of the EUDAT initiative

Apache Solr Apache Solr (also referred to as Solr in this thesis) is
a tool that in the context of data repositories is often
used to index databases to make them searchable

ACRIS ACRIS (Aalto Current Research Information System)
is a system to manage research information being im-
plemented in Aalto University. It incorporates Elsevier
Pure, a tool that has research data management and
publishing features
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The world of science is moving towards more and more data intensive re-
search. Methods for gathering research data and analyzing the data are growing
cheaper and cheaper while the knowledge of algorithms and statistical analysis
keeps improving. This has made fields that were previously very data inten-
sive, such as particle physics, accumulate even more data. On the other hand
fields, such as social sciences, where the amounts of data have traditionally
been small to quickly become much larger. This new world sets research data
to a new kind of premium - it is the heart of research more than ever before in
the past. [32]

With the increased value of research data managing that data becomes
important. At the same time the world is becoming more and more connected,
which enables research data to be transferred easily all over the world. A big
part of research nowadays is done in groups that are scattered all around the
world, which means that sharing research data with your partners becomes
a real challenge. Research data might be too big to be sent via email or
other traditional tools or it might contain data that can not leave a secure
datacenter. [7, 29]

The advance of technology has also made it possible to share data with any-
one, and since data generated by researchers is often done with public funding
there is a logical argument to be made that publicly funded research data
should be available for the public good as well. [7] This imposes challenges for
the researchers, since in order to make research data public and useful for oth-
ers appropriate metadata needs to be added to the data. This process is both
time consuming and not necessarily required to do research, making it a low
priority for researchers [57].

This thesis tackles the problems of the new, data intensive world of research
with a focus on the technical implementations to research data publishing and
sharing. The research questions are defined in Section 2. Section 2 also outlines
the approach of this thesis and its main contributions.

In Section 3 scientific literature about research data management and shar-
ing, open access publishing and other relevant fields are presented. The lit-
erature shows that open research data and openly accessible research papers
further science, but there are many challenges that go into the process of open-
ing them up. The problems of sharing research data are not only technical, but
organizational and cultural matters have a big impact. The literature review
also covers related areas, such as linked data, research data policy, research
data curation and research workflows.

Section 4 positions the thesis in the Finnish field and presents a snapshot

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

of the current level of research data management and sharing in Finland. The
chapter contains interviews from the multiple stakeholders that deal with re-
search data, questionnaires that were used to gauge the needs of Aalto Univer-
sity employees regarding research data and benchmarking of existing technical
solutions. The findings echo the findings from the literature review in that there
is little know-how or culture towards research data publishing and research
data management is handled with very different approaches across individu-
als. Functional technical solutions exist and they seem to fill their roles, but a
holistic solution that would take care of both managing research data during
the research process and publishing it in the end is both missing and needed.
The results from the multiple stakeholder groups interviewed also strengthen
the view that simply technical solutions do not solve the research data manage-
ment and publication problem - there is a need to teach research research data
management and publishing to change the perceptions and culture surrounding
them.

The positioning research leads to the experimental part of the thesis. Sec-
tion 5 describes how we chose Harvard Dataverse from the group of existing
technical solutions and how we use it to gain further insights about the techni-
cal implementations of research data publishing platforms. The user tests show
that the mechanical process of using the research data publication platform is
easy to learn and use, but there are some technical and usability improvements
that could be made. Interactions with the users also brought up the point
again that while the solution does seem to work, it would be hard for them to
use since their research data is not primed for publication. In this context the
solution working means that it can be used to upload, search and download
research data.

The research done for this thesis is discussed in Section 6. In addition
to evaluating the research methods of the thesis synthesis of the insights is
presented. Survival strategies for institutions regarding research data manage-
ment, publishing and sharing are proposed. This study has also yielded many
requirements and points that need to be taken into consideration when design-
ing or evaluating a research data management and publishing system. These
requirements are presented for future use. Future work should include investi-
gation into how a holistic solution for managing and publishing research data
could be implemented as well as investigation on how the culture of research
data management could be opened up.

The conclusions of the thesis are presented in Section 7. The section shows
all the studied technical implementations in comparison with regards to re-
search data publishing and management. With the examination presented in
this thesis it is concluded that while the techincal solutions do sufficiently well
in what they are designed to do, there is a need for a solutions that would
combine both research data management and publishing. It is also concluded
that in order to make these technical solutions work and spread, the culture of
research data management and sharing has to be made more open.



Chapter 2

Problem Statement

2.1 Research questions
The primary research questions of this thesis are how research data can be
shared and published using modern tools and how these tools work in practice.
The rationale behind these questions is the increased value of research data.
Advances in sharing technologies and the requirements for research data pub-
lication from the funding bodies and the research community make research
data sharing and publishing is a current problem.

During the research it became clear that there are other non technical fac-
tors that affect the sharing and publishing of research data within the scientific
community. In light of this the secondary research question of the thesis is
what non technical matters affect the sharing and publishing of research data.

The non technical matters also concern research data management during
the research process, which means that tools for research data sharing and pub-
lishing can not be examined without some examination of tools and practices
for research data management. The thesis does not focus on research data
management tools, but covers some of them and looks into the research data
publication and sharing tools also from the angle of research data management
during the research process.

2.2 The contributions of this thesis
The main contribution of this thesis is the technical examination of exist-
ing software solutions to research data sharing and publishing. The most
widespread tools are benchmarked and from among them one solution, Har-
vard Dataverse, is examined in further detail for deeper understanding of the
functioning of these systems. The existing research data publication platforms
are fairly similar, which makes examination like this applicable to the other
solutions as well.

In addition to the technical examination this thesis proposes a set of require-
ments that could be used as a basis of designing a research data management
and publication system or validate an existing system. The requirements are
derived from the background research and the user tests conducted.

This thesis also provides an overview of the cultural atmosphere that sur-
rounds research data management and publishing. In light of the learnigs pre-
sented in the thesis survival strategies regarding research data management,

3



CHAPTER 2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 4

publishing and sharing for research institutions in the new world of data inten-
sive science are proposed and ranked.

2.3 The research approach
To address the research problems the following methods are used:

• Literature review,

• Expert interviews,

• Questionnaires,

• Tehcnical benchmarks and tests; and

• User tests.

Literature review is used to gain background knowledge of research data
management and publishing. Expert interviews are used to position the thesis
in the Finnish field - there is no point in working on something similar that is
already being solved. The expert interviews also aim to see if the findings from
the literature apply in practice.

Aalto University has is currently forming a policy about research data man-
agement and as a part of that project two questionnaires about the current
needs of research data management have been conducted. The results of those
questionnaires are presented as additional evidence for the needs and current
status of research data management.

Existing technical solutions are benchmarked and examined in order to
understand the current options available. In order to facilitate user tests one
solution is going to be selected to act as a tool to conduct the user tests.

Since the questionnaires already exist to shed light on the current needs user
tests were chosen as the method to extract most value towards designing a sys-
tem for research data management and publishing. The reasoning is that since
a system that relies this heavily on the users, in this case mostly the research
scientists, the users should be heard first and foremost. Contextual interviews
and tests with lead users were conducted to gain deeper understanding about
the current tools for research data sharing and the current status of research
data management. The goal of this user centric approach was to formulate a
system that would not be just another information system that nobody uses
but a system that would provide value for both the users that put their re-
search data to the system and the users that would get research data out of
the system.



Chapter 3

Background in scientific literature

3.1 Research on open access publishing
Open access refers to the online literature, research data and research papers in
the context of this thesis, that are free of charge for the reader of the publication
and openly available for reuse and redistribution [37, 60]. The research on
open access publishing shows that publishing research papers openly correlates
to increased citations to the research papers (ranging between 36% - 172%
increase [18, 26, 27]). Open access publishing of research papers make the paper
known and cited faster than non open access [27]. The increase in citations to
research papers is magnified in papers with lower ranked journals, implying
that open access publishing is a cost effective way to increase the chance of
making research impact [69].

There are different ways to do open access to research papers. One division
is the Golden Road and the Green Road, where the former refers to the journals
themselves publishing with open access and the latter to so called self-archiving,
where researchers publish their papers themselves [28]. Self-archiving can be
done on the research paper’s author personal website, a disciplinary archive or a
institutional repository (either an institution wide or smaller unit, a department
for example) [37]. Aalto University has an institutional repository for research
papers and theses produced in Aalto University1.

Open access publishing is growing in popularity. A study that explored
the growth of open access publishing between years 1993-2009 reported an
annual growth rate of 18% in open access journals and 30% increase in open
access articles, shown in Figure 3.1 [42]. The study does not speculate on the
reasons behind the growth of open access publishing, but mentions the fact that
nowadays many researchers use free search engines such as Google Scholar2 to
look for sources and that makes research papers published in open access way
to be more available than research papers that are not openly accessible. Open
access has also introduced the concept of an open access mandate, which is a
mandate or a policy adopted by a university, research institution or research
funder. The open access mandate means that the researchers working under
the mandate are required to publish their research papers3.

The total number of open access materials is hard to estimate nowadays,
but the Directory of Open Access Journals4 measures the amount of open

1https://aaltodoc.aalto.fi/
2https://scholar.google.fi/
3http://roarmap.eprints.org/
4https://doaj.org/
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Figure 3.1: The growth of open access publishing between from 1993 to
2009 [42]

access journals world wide at 10 703 at the time of writing this thesis. The
amount of open data journals and articles is growing faster than the amount of
more traditional, non open data journals [42]. This is likely to correlate to the
increased amount of open access mandates, since mandatory open access rules
imposed to the researchers correlate to a four time increase in deposits to open
access repositories [61].

It makes sense that open access publishing has become more popular. An
usual metric to measure the impact and relevance of a researchers is the h-
index [33], which takes into account the number of papers and the number of
citations to those papers.

For further reference, we can recommend the work of Stevan Harnad as a
good starting point to open access literature. He is referenced in [26–28]. If
you are interested in data related to open access, it is available both on the
Directory of Open Access Journals as well as in a public data repository about
the growth of open access5.

3.2 Research data open access publishing
The idea to make research data openly accessible has been around for a long
time. As early as 1985 policies and practices to share research data to further
research and prevent fraud were developed [19]. The Internet and the emer-
gence of data intensive science have changed the the possibilities and quantities
of research data. Research Data Alliance (RDA) has been founded in 2013 to
address the growing need of research data publishing and sharing infrastruc-

5http://dataverse.scholarsportal.info/dvn/dv/dgoa

http://dataverse.scholarsportal.info/dvn/dv/dgoa
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ture [4, 32]. Despite this, the practices of research data open access publishing
are far from those of research paper open access publishing. Metrics, such as
the h-index [33], do not exist for research data nor is research data publishing
accounted for in the h-index.

Research papers should be self-contained in the sense that a if you know
the area of research, you can read the research paper and understand it’s main
points and findings. Research papers often contain the processed results of
the research data behind them as well. Research data, however, is rarely self
contained and requires metadata to be useful for re use. It is also worth noting
that datasets nowadays will not be used solely by people who are experts in
the fields that the research data originated from nor will people work in geo-
graphically in the same locations anymore which makes metadata even more
crucial for reusing the data [7, 29].

While research papers generally follow an established structure and can eas-
ily be published online in a PDF format, research data comes in many different
forms and flavors. For example, phylogenetic trees used in evolution research
look nothing like the brain images gathered in neuroimaging research. This im-
poses a technical challenge to the solutions that could be used to share research
data - file formats are different, the file size may be range anywhere from few
hundred kilobytes to multiple terabytes and because many fields do not share
common practices on how to manage their research data even seemingly similar
datasets might be incompatible between researchers [53, 64].

Peer reviewing, which is at the heart of making sure that research papers and
thus research is valid, is yet to be fully introduced to the process of publishing
research data. One study piloted a process of reviewing datasets the researchers
had used [25]. The study found that many researchers indeed found datasets
useful for their research and that the amount of people that responded to their
online questionnaire was 573, 15.8% of the people who the survey was sent to.
They are continuing to develop the review system, focusing on especially how
and when to ask reviews from the dataset consumers in order to minimize the
bother to the user.

As such, research data open access and publication is not prevalent in many
fields of science. The practices of data sharing vary a lot between fields and
even inside disciplines [7, 11]. This takes place even while all fields of science are
becoming more and more data intensive and many fields, such as psychology,
could reap great benefits from sharing research data [32, 65]. The following
Sections 3.3 and 3.4 delve deeper into the benefits and challenges of sharing
research data by publishing it with the open access paradigm. A paper by
P Arzberger et al. [2] summarizes these challenges and benefits in an organi-
zational level. A paper by Jean-Baptiste Poline et al. describes the situation
of data sharing in the field of neuroimaging research in good depth and the
discussion in the paper is also applicable to other fields of science [53].

The latest reserch shows that the acceptance towards sharing research data
is growing. Challenges, like the quality of tools for research data sharing and
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management and the lack of training for research data management still exist
but it seems that the world of reserarch is moving towards sharing research
data. [63]

3.3 Challenges of sharing research data
Sharing research data poses many challenges, some of them organizational and
managerial while others have to do with the nature of research data and the
culture surrounding research data management, publication and sharing. The
challenges are presented in more detail below [2, 62]:

• Technological issues - there is a lack of infrastructure to effectively publish
and share research data.

• Institutional and managerial issues - the principles of open access require
tailoring for institutions, since datasets, research funding and similar mat-
ters require local management.

• Financial issues - managing research data archiving and publishing in-
frastructure requires continuous financial investment beyond the scope of
implementation and publication of the research projects results.

• Legal and policy issues - national and international law set limitations to
sharing research data.

• Cultural and behavioural issues - in the end, research data sharing comes
down to the actions of the researchers generating the research data and
if the culture for it does not exist and the behaviour is not encouraged,
there will be no sharing of research data.

These issues are highlighted in the questionnaire responses in [62] for reasons
for not making their data not accessible to public, shown in Table 3.1.

The Tenopir paper [62] contains many more useful tables, showing for exam-
ple, that many researchers (56.1%) either do not know or do not have metadata
standards for their research data and that research data comes in many different
categories without even going to the specifics in the fields of science.

Research data may be serious privacy concern especially in fields such as
genomics or health care related research where research data could be connected
to the participants of the study. There is a tension between sharing relevant and
good quality data and protecting the privacy of the participants - more detailed
data provides for a more rich research, but allows for an easier connection on
to the participants [38]. Work is being done to facilitate safe and accurate
sharing of data with privacy concerns. Both codes of conduct and technological
solutions are required, especially since the data will outlive the participants of
the study and the privacy must be preserved for the entirety of the data’s
lifetime [40, 47].
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Table 3.1: Reasons for not sharing research data, questionnaire with 1329
respondents [62]

Reason Responses Percent
Insufficient Time 603 53.6%
Lack of Funding 445 39.6%
Do not Have Rights to Make Data Public 271 24.1%
No Place to Put Data 264 23.5%
Lack of Standards 222 19.8%
Sponsor does not Require 196 17.4%
Do not Need Data 169 15.0%
Other Reasons For Data Not Available 164 14.6%
Should not be Available 162 14.4%

A more implementation level problem to sharing research data is the fact
that due to the legal issues or maybe the desire to work on your data before
publishing it means that research data should be able the be shared more locally
in addition to being open to the whole world. In practice, this means that
there should be means to provide access to the research data to collaborating
researchers or people within the research organization you are working in to
enable collaboration while preventing access from the rest of the world [68].

A Chinese group of researchers conducted an experiment where they mea-
sured the efficiency of Chinese national data sharing platforms. Their findings
are listed below [58]:

• The policies governing data sharing need to be improved.

• Metadata is poorly used.

• The whole datasets are not available and datasets are not in fact openly
available but require permissions.

• The platforms do not offer all the necessary services related to research
data sharing, such as data collection.

• The research efficiency of the platforms is low.

3.4 Benefits of publishing research data
When talking about the benefits of publishing and sharing research data two
big points are generally made. Firstly it is thought that publishing and sharing
research data pushes science forward by enabling more people to work on the
data and subsequently accelerate the process of making relevant discoveries. It
is also not to be forgotten that reproducibility is one of the founding pillars
of scientific process and reproducing others’ work without access to their data
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Figure 3.2: The different beneficiaries and rationales of data sharing - figure
drawn after [7]

is very hard [36, 49]. Secondly it is thought that the publishing of research
data makes your research papers better, giving them credibility and yielding
more citations in the process. There are more subtle benefits as well that are
discussed later in this section.

Publishing research data benefits different stakeholders involved in the data
publishing game, as shown in Figure 3.2. The figure also lays out how the
rationales of sharing research data affect the different stakeholder groups [7].

Publishing research data furthers science by allowing new people to ask new
questions of the existing data [64], allowing for better reproducibility [36] and
straight up widening the scope and depth of the research in question [20]. By
making data publicly available the developers and people not included in the
scientific community, such as political decision makers, can also benefit from
the data being generated in the different fields of research [7].

One can take a different view on the matter of sharing research data as well
- if one’s results are strong and backed up by evidence, there should not be
a barrier (other than the work related to the publishing and he possible legal
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Figure 3.3: The difference in reporting errors between research papers with not
public and public research data from the field of psychology [66]

issues) to publish one’s data. A reason to not make data openly accessible is the
fear of reanalysis and that people might find errors in your research. This was
examined in a study in the field of psychology [66]. The findings of the study
were that it was indeed so that research papers not publishing their data had
weaker results. The comparison of amounts of errors is shown in Figure 3.3.
In order to avoid this phenomenon better policies of sharing data are needed
which would in turn make the quality of research better.

In order to get research data published and openly accessible the researchers
generating the data need to put it to the public domain. The benefits of
sharing, however, are more clear to the consumers of the published data and
preparing data for publication requires work from the person publishing the
data. Traditionally academic credit and credibility has been tied to the number
of articles published and citations of those articles and public data does not
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play a role in that. However, publishing datasets can have a positive impact on
research papers’ citation rate bringing the associate credit with it indirectly [51].

In a study about cancer microarray clinical publications it was found out
that research papers that had their research data published received a 69%
increase in citation rate. In the same study the 48% of the research papers
that had the associated research data included received 85% of the aggregate
citations [51].

In addition to providing value to the researchers publishing their papers
in the form of citations, one study [52] study suggests that the investment
to a research data repository gives a generous return of investment to the
institution building and using the repository. The study makes a comparison
of spent money - 400 000 dollars in original research resulted in 16 papers,
whereas the cost of running a data repository of biological research data sets
for a year would cost the same 400 000 dollars but contribute more than 1000
papers within the following four years.

Making research data openly accessible lessens the risk of data fraud taking
place. Data fraud, which constitutes acts such as using fictitious data or tam-
pering with the data in order to support your conclusions, could be prevented or
made more difficult by sharing all research data. This matter is discussed in a
paper by Peter Doorn et al. [15] following a series of incidents where fraudulent
research data was used as a basis for research.

3.5 Research on the validity of increased cita-
tion rate with publishing research data

While many research papers imply a causation between publishing research
papers in an open access way and an increased citation rate, there are studies
that take this claim critically and examine whether there are other causes
that would explain the perceived citation advantage. In one study [12] the
research methods of studies that show the increased citation rates with open
access publishing do not take all the matters that go into citation analysis into
account and proposes that more sophisticated and rigorous statistical analysis
to prove the causation would be required.

Another study notes that open access research papers get more downloads
and readers, but no more citations. The citation advantage might be an artifact
of other causes or caused by uncontrolled experiments [13]. The paper proposes
that the artifact could be the self selection bias - authors choose their best work
to be open access, thus contributing the increased citation rate to the quality
of work instead of the open access.

While these studies are fewer than the ones pointing to the increased citation
rate in open access publishing, it is important to note that citation analysis
is not a simple manner and the methods to show the benefits of open access
publishing should be carefully designed. There are studies refuting the self
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selection bias, so clearly there is still work to be done in the area [22].

3.6 Different ways of sharing research data
Openly publishing and sharing research data takes place on different levels
of organizations. The general ways to publish research data openly are the
following:

• Institutional data repositories, discussed in [11].

• Disciplinary repositories, example in [17].

• International repositories, example in [45].

• National repositories, example in [9].

A more practical look into the different implementations to these as well as
some practical benchmarking will be presented in Section 4.8.

3.7 Adherence to data publishing requirements
Many funding bodies and journals require the publication of research data re-
lated to the research papers. In Finland the Academy of Finland has also made
its policy such that it demands research data to be made as public as possi-
ble.6 Adherence to this requirement has been studied and the results are that
despite the demand for sharing research data it is not being shared commonly.
In one study 10 datasets were requested from a journal that explicitly requests
sharing datasets and only one dataset was received [57]. In a bigger study
the authors were able to gain 63 datasets out of 249 possible datasets from a
journal that also requires datasets to be shared for reanalysis [65]. In a study
of 500 hundred papers, of which 149 were not subject to any research data
publishing requirements, only 47 papers had submitted the complete raw data
online. Of the 149 who were not required to do publish research data did not
publish anything [1]. The 500 hundred papers in the last study were selected
from 50 different journals by selecting the 10 research papers with the highest
impact factor.

The reasons behind not sharing research data were different. In the smallest
study [57], where the researchers were able to contact the people who refused
to share, the reasons for not sharing are the following:

• Two email addresses listed on the original research paper were no longer
valid and once one of them was reached she was on maternity leave and
could not help.

6http://www.aka.fi/avoin_julkaiseminen/

http://www.aka.fi/avoin_julkaiseminen/
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• Two of those who did not share did not give a reason for not sharing -
on further inquiry one of them responded that he was not aware of the
research data publishing requirements.

• One stated that he was too busy and compiling the research data would
be too much work.

• One had changed institutions and no longer had jurisdiction over the
data and the people in the publishing institution responded that sharing
would have been too much work.

• Three did not answer the inquiry at all at first - on further inquiry one of
them replied that he was in favor of sharing data in general but wanted
to conduct more research on the research data himself first.

In the biggest study the authors postulated that factors such as the 6-12
months between the publishing of the papers and the authors’ investigation the
research data publication policies might have changed, though this is noted to
be unlikely [1].

3.8 Sharing research workflows
Since reproduction of results is a big draw towards sharing research data sharing
research workflows has been a subject of research. As an example, you could
have a look at myExperiment

7 or Galaxy8. The former is a holistic approach to
allow researchers from all fields to share workflows, whereas the latter focuses
on the field of genomics. This approach promotes the transparency of science
and enables easier reproduction of data. From the scientific literature side you
can take a look at [23, 55].

Along with sharing research workflows the idea of executable papers has
been thrown around.9 The idea of executable papers is to provide a platform
where along with the research paper some way to execute relevant objects to
the paper are included. Relevant objects might include plotting graphs or
trying theorems proposed in the research paper with different outputs. Some
of the solutions to also allow the viewing of primary research data [24, 48]. The
main goal of executable papers is to allow the results of the research paper to
replicated easily.

3.9 Sharing Big Data
The focus of this thesis and the discussion in this literature review has been
in the traditional research data, but Big Data is becoming more prominent in

7http://www.myexperiment.org/home
8https://galaxyproject.org/
9http://www.executablepapers.com/

http://www.myexperiment.org/home
https://galaxyproject.org/
http://www.executablepapers.com/
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all fields of science. Managing Big Data adds more complexity to the data
management processes and infrastructure [14]. Sharing Big Data is also a
wholly different concept than sharing more traditional data, since you cannot
download Big Data datasets on your personal computer. The problem becomes
more about access controls and providing a secure infrastructure to access the
Big Data when collaboration and publication of Big Data is concerned.

An interesting twist to the sharing research workflows and Big Data is the
Hadoop plug-in for Galaxy, which allows Big Data computation to be integrated
to the genomics research workflows [50].

3.10 Research data curation
Publishing and sharing research data requires work that is all away from the
researchers other research work. Moreover, after the research data has been
published it no longer concerns the researcher, but someone has to look after
it. University libraries have already assumed the role of curating digitally
published research papers and it would make sense for them to be included
in the process of research data publication and archival as the curation and
archival experts [31, 34]. The sharp increase in the amounts of data as well
as the growing digitalization of research output is going to force libraries to
find their role as well as researchers to find a way to collaborate with the data
management experts to make the research data publication and archival as
successful as possible.

3.11 Implementations in the literature
Some of the technical solutions for research data management (including man-
agement during the research projects and publishing data) have been docu-
mented in scientific literature. They are presented here and a more practical
look into some of them is presented in section 4.8.

iRODS (Integrated Rule-Oriented Data System) is open source software
designed for research organizations to manage their research data. iRODS
virtualizes the storage hardware and offers a programmable rules system to
enable automatic data management. For more information, see their website10

and the book about it from [54].
CKAN, an open source data publishing platform, is a tool that can be

used to publish digital research data. It can be found online11 and a paper
describing it in use in a academic context can be found in [67]. The article found
the CKAN system to be robust open source software suitable for publishing
research data but not managing the research data lifecycle.

10http://irods.org/
11http://ckan.org/

http://irods.org/
http://ckan.org/
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Dataverse is an open source data repository software solution which you can
find online12. Similarly to CKAN, Dataverse focuses on publishing research
data but has more emphasis on getting citations on the data and making it
that way more comparable to publishing research papers. You can read the
background of Dataverse from [39].

The Hydra Project13 is another open source repository solution. What dif-
ferentiates Hydra from the previous implementations is that it is quite flexible
- the user can define all the data models and the content types that go into the
repository. A research paper about the system is at [3].

Invenio is a CERN born open source reseach data repository. It began
as a CERN documentation server, aiming to be a publishing platform for the
so called ”grey literature” - research output produced outside commercial and
academic distribution channels - which has been a CERN way of publishing. It
has since grown and been adapted worldwide as a backbone of many repository
solutions. [8]

The implementations mentioned here have been open source solutions. El-
sevier, an academic publishing company, has also integrated research data man-
agement tools to their publication management solutions. Currently their so-
lution is known as Pure and it integrates to other Elsevier solutions. [10]

3.12 Linked data
Open access research data discussion would not be complete without a mention
of linked data. Linked data refers to data published in the Internet that is
connected with typed links, is machine readable and linked to and from other
data [6]. Linked data does not necessarily refer to research data, but the
analogue of online accessible data is clear. The ideas that go into making linked
data possible are similar to the ones that research data requires - standards
for expressing data in a unified manner and enabling all kinds of data to be
published and linked are at the core of linked data. Linked data is tightly
connected with the concept of semantic web [5].

Linked data is studied in Aalto University, and one of the studies describes
a system to publish linked data [21]. While not directly about research data,
bringing research data to be a part of the linked data available online would be
an interesting addition to the plain publishing of research data. The Finnish
linked data initiative as well as the international organization have online re-
sources for those interested14.

12http://dataverse.org/
13http://projecthydra.org/
14 http://www.ldf.fi/index.html, http://linkeddata.org/

http://dataverse.org/
http://projecthydra.org/
http://www.ldf.fi/index.html
http://linkeddata.org/


Chapter 4

Positioning the Thesis

Master’s theses do not live in a vacuum. To position the thesis and provide
the best possible outcome for Aalto University we have made an effort to find
out what is the current state of research data management, publishing and
sharing as well as what are the current challenges and projects in the Finnish
landscape. While the literature review in Section 3 covered the overall view
of the current status of publishing and sharing research data and research
papers, the goal of this thesis is to provide practical value towards implementing
research data management, publication and sharing systems. Practical insights
lie within people working in the area. The tools used to position the thesis were
interviews, benchmarking existing solutions and a questionnaires.

4.1 Researcher interviews
Scientists and researchers are the core user group of any publishing or sharing
system since they are the ones generating the data to the system and possibly
populating the system. The research also shows that a successful repository
system requires user engagement [46]. Scientist and researcher interviews were
conducted within different research groups and researcher in Aalto Otaniemi
campus. The goal of these interviews was to learn how data management is
taught and used in Aalto University and what are the scientist and researchers
perceptions on sharing and publishing research data. Previous experiences with
sharing and using others’ data were also gathered.

The interviews presented here were conducted in the beginning phase of
this thesis - later, more in depth interviews were conducted to test a possible
solution. This discussion can be found in Section 5.

In an interview with a research group1 the findings fell in line with the
findings from literature. As of writing of this thesis, data management is not
systematically taught for the researchers and there is no culture or experience in
data sharing. Upon questioning it became clear that the data in the possession
of the researchers would have required a lot of cleaning and metadata additions
prior to publishing - this is no surprise considering the fact that the datasets
they were using were not designed to go public in the first place. Though lack
of metadata practices and lack of publishing infrastructure were also brought
up.

1M. Nurmela and the Complex Networks group at Aalto University (http://
becs.aalto.fi/en/research/complex_networks), personal communication, July 31st,
2015
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Some members of the research group had shared some of their datasets
through public cloud services such as Google Drive2 with collaborators and used
others’ datasets. This also raised the point that in order to use others’ datasets
they had been asked to cite the papers that used that dataset, underlining
the the undeveloped culture of research data sharing. Some members of the
group saw big advantages in making research output public, especially from
the angle of reproducibility, but also raised concerns about the privacy issues
that for example telecommunication data would cause. The members of the
group were also concerned about about the size of their data, since using the
existing solutions to share hundreds of gigabytes worth of data would prove
cumbersome.

One member of the group had taken a role of a mentor with the data
management issues, teaching the others to use databases and version control
software to handle their data and code. The other members of the group,
interviewed separately, noted that an effort had been made towards better
policies in data handling. The group pointed out that personalized assistance
and word of mouth were an efficient way to learn ”boring” things like data
management. Own previous experience and learning by doing seemed to be the
main way people had learned to, for example, comment their code or arrange
their research data into databases so that accessing them would require less
time and managing code would be easier.

Discussions with the complex networks groups also brought up the point
that even though some data could be published for all the world to see, some
data should be only accessible to people within Aalto University and some
should even have a more fine grained access control set to them.

In a separate interview with a brain image researcher3 similar concerns
arose. Brain imaging data is large and that makes sharing it hard. Brain
images are also considered personal data and publishing them is problematic.
The researcher expressed interest in sharing and using others’ datasets, but
lacked the tools to do so.

4.2 Science IT staff
If a system to publish and share research data would come to be it would have to
be maintained and run by people other than the researchers, since the job of the
researchers is to do research and not to maintain software systems. With this
in mind the people managing the scientific IT systems are a key component
to building a successful research data management, publication and sharing
platform.

In interviews with a scientific IT systems specialist4 the findings again
aligned with the findings from literature. There is a lack of metadata standards

2http://drive.google.com/
3M. Nurmela and E. Glerean, personal communication, August 13th, 2015
4M. Nurmela and M. Hakala, personal communication, July 1st and 7th, 2015

http://drive.google.com/
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that would make data storage and management uniform across institutions and
disciplines. Finland has projects going on related to open science5 and CSC6 is
building scientific computing environments for Finnish institutions (research,
library, archival, education and such). According to the specialist collaborating
with all these ongoing projects would benefit both parties and also allow Alto
University to develop systems that are not just point solutions. This would also
make sense from a financial point and practical point of view, since research is
nowadays done in collaboration with other institutions and working together
would enable that.

From the point of view of IT system specialist the ideal system for research
data includes the whole lifecycle of the data. This entails education on how to
manage the data from the creation to the publishing and infrastructure that
can be tailored to fit the different user needs. Research data is comes in many
forms so a solution that is not flexible would be unsuitable.

University of Jyväskylä has implemented a Dataverse data repository sys-
tem7 as well as an iRODS8 system to manage and store research data. In an
interview9 they noted that nowadays universities need a platform to publish
research data. Jyväskylä is among the first in Finland to implement a data pol-
icy in practice, offering an infrastructure to manage data during the research
projects and publish the results in the end (even though Dataverse and iRODS
are not currently easily compatible with each other, though some work has
been done for that10).

The Jyväskylä experts told that while the Dataverse system was easy to
install and modify to accept Jyväskylä University credentials, it still had a long
way to go before it was universally accepted within the university. At the time
of writing this, the Jyväskylä Dataverse has been running for approximately a
year and it contains a very small amount of datasets. Some research groups,
however, are using it manage their internal datasets. As to how to get the
more datasets into the system, they planned to continue educating about it
and making it that way a part of researchers’ routine.

As of writing of this thesis Jyväskylä is more involved in development of
the iRODS system, having developed a system called Kanki to facilitate collab-
oration between researchers [41]. The Kanki system is a desktop interface to
the iRODS system that allows users to easily access and modify data stored in
the iRODS data grid. The Kanki system is not about publishing research data
but data management during a research project. iRODS also has federation
capabilities, meaning that two iRODS instances could be integrated such that
you could access the data from the other system. When writing this Jyväskylä

5http://avointiede.fi/
6https://www.csc.fi/
7https://dvn.jyu.fi/dvn/
8http://irods.org/
9M. Nurmela, I. Korhonen and A. Auer, personal communication, August 19th, 2015

10https://irods.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Odum-DFC-iRODS-
Boston.pdf

http://avointiede.fi/
https://www.csc.fi/
https://dvn.jyu.fi/dvn/
http://irods.org/
https://irods.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Odum-DFC-iRODS-Boston.pdf
https://irods.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Odum-DFC-iRODS-Boston.pdf
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and CSC were planning to start testing the federation capabilities. Following
up on that on a later date would be interesting.

4.3 Project managers on research data related
systems

Building and running software systems requires commitment not only from
the primary users discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 but the management that
supports them. The priorities of the managerial types might not lie in the
usability or maintainability of the system, but rather in managing costs and
minimizing risks.

Interviewing a manager from Aalto side it was made clear that there is a
desire to minimize the systems we have to build and maintain ourselves - since
CSC exists to provide scientific computing and storage resources, why should
we not use them? Non established or new fields of science could have value
from a local repository, but those that have international or discipline specific
repositories could use those as well.11 Managing research data is seen as a
problem and a consensus best solution has not emerged.

The Finnish National library is in charge of long term preservation of rel-
evant objects in the Finnish research. They are building a long term storage
solution12, data management plan tool13 and managing the Finnish unique
identifier service14. They also manage a Finnish cultural repository15.

The most important thing to for the project manager at the National Li-
brary was that metadata associated with the data has to be good - otherwise
archival, management and reuse is impossible. Making metadata work within
an institution requires commitment from all levels of management and tools
to facilitate that. It is also important to note that even if two systems within
different organizations would be technologically perfectly compatible, the bot-
tlenecks might stem from different policies in different organizations and the
bureaucracy that comes with it. This thought lessens the burden for all tech-
nology to be perfectly compatible.16

4.4 Librarians
Publishing research data requires expertise in digital publishing and metadata
creation experience. University libraries are experienced in publishing digital

11M. Nurmela, A. Sunikka, personal communication, July 17th, 2015
12http://avointiede.fi/tutkimus-pas
13http://portti.avointiede.fi/tutkimusdata/tuuli-tyokalu-tutkimuksen-

datanhallinnan-suunnitteluun
14http://www.kansalliskirjasto.fi/fi/julkaisuala/urn.html
15https://www.finna.fi/
16M. Nurmela and E. Keskitalo, personal communication, August 21st, 2015

http://avointiede.fi/tutkimus-pas
http://portti.avointiede.fi/tutkimusdata/tuuli-tyokalu-tutkimuksen-datanhallinnan-suunnitteluun
http://portti.avointiede.fi/tutkimusdata/tuuli-tyokalu-tutkimuksen-datanhallinnan-suunnitteluun
http://www.kansalliskirjasto.fi/fi/julkaisuala/urn.html
https://www.finna.fi/
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research papers (open access or restricted access) and making metadata de-
scriptions about digital and physical publications. This makes librarians and
libraries and essential part in bringing research data to the open publishing
world.

In an interview with the people responsible of the digital publishing at
Aalto University Library17 the essential role of librarians as the classifiers and
describers of the data was brought up. Professional data handlers can do very
good metadata descriptions, even if they are missing some of the domain knowl-
edge related to the research data. The librarians also handle the relationships
to the publishers - though what is the role of traditional scientific publishing
authorities in the future when organizations can publish datasets and even
research papers papers easily on their own remains an open question.

Aalto University library runs the Aaltodoc service18 which contains full
text materials on research papers and theses published in Aalto University. The
system runs on on DSpace19, an institutional repository software for publishing
digital objects. DSpace focuses on publishing research papers, but the person
in charge of the system reckoned that it probably could be modified to host
small datasets as well. This would require some additional work of course, so
a better way could be to link the research papers the relevant datasets in the
corresponding systems.20

The National Library of Finland is in charge of implementing long term
storage and archival of important datasets and other research material. From
that point of view and also research data in general the biggest challenges are
not technical - software systems to store data and manage it exist, but making
it so that institutions themselves commit to managing and storing data is the
bigger challenge. And once different institutions are able to manage their own
data, the collaboration between the institutions’ systems is likely to be more
difficult in the policy and bureaucracy sense. There are also many unresolved
questions related to long term storage. Who decides what datasets are used
for the long term storage? What kind of metadata long term storage requires
in addition to the metadata already in the original dataset? What is the most
suitable file format for long term storage, since tools and software used to create
it outdated relatively soon? The work to figure out these things and the Finnish
long term archival project is going on during the writing of this thesis.21

From curation point of view persistent identifiers are very important for all
kinds of research outputs. Since research data publishing is a new phenomenon,
it’s still undecided what kind of identifier should be used with it.21

The universities already have datasets stored within their systems and one
challenge would be to get these datasets public as well. Manual work on that
would be futile, which is why a system that would extract the existing data

17M. Nurmela and A. Rousi, personal communication, September 30th, 2015
18https://aaltodoc.aalto.fi/
19http://www.dspace.org/
20M. Nurmela and J. Nevala, personal communication, August 27th, 2015
21M. Nurmela and E. Keskitalo, personal communication, August 21st, 2015

https://aaltodoc.aalto.fi/
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from universities’ systems automatically would be useful.22

4.5 Course organizers
In addition to research, the mission of universities is to teach. With the world
of research moving to the direction of more and more data intensive science
there is a need universities need to adapt and offer students the possibility to
study with relevant datasets. Aalto University has started offering a minor in
Data Science in order to cater to this need.23

In an interview with the people in charge of the Aalto Data Science minor
it became clear that even though data intensive science is taught, there is no
Aalto infrastructure for the teaching. Datasets and the computing power are
acquired from vendors which had caused some awkward arrangements since
the access to the outside resources had to be controlled more tightly than just
on Aalto level. These issues can be worked out though and from the point of
teaching it would be nice to have data available from within the university,
data and computing resources could also be acquired elsewhere.24

The people in charge of teaching also could offer insight to the question
about the basic skills that go to data analysis. The question is interesting since
in order to leverage the fact that science is becoming more and more data in-
tensive scientists need to possess skills both to analyze their data and manage
it in a sufficient way. The skillset that is required for data handling and man-
agement is largely programming, since naturally the analysis is computerized
and things such as cleaning and preparing data for analysis is most efficient
when done programmatically. On the other hand, the data analysis part asks
for skills in algorithmics and statistics. When we take into account that the
Aalto Data Science minor, for example, is open for students from all fields of
science, it seems that we need to be teaching a new set of skills to almost all
students that want to take part into the new wave of data intensive science.

4.6 CSC
CSC is the national computing service provider for Finnish institutions. They
offer both computing power and disk space for Finnish institutions and they
are a state-owned non-profit organization.25 Their role is interesting when it
comes to research data management and publishing, since they already offer
computing services to the relevant institutions in Finland. After all, one goal
of publishing and sharing research data is to enable collaboration and involving

22M. Nurmela and J. Kesäniemi, personal communication, September 2nd, 2015
23http://studyguides.aalto.fi/minors-guide/2015/en/sci/sci-minors-

for-all-aalto-students/analytics-and-data-science.html
24M. Nurmela, J. Bragge and P. Malo, personal communication, August 6th, 2015
25https://www.csc.fi/csc
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the one institution in Finland that offers services to all the other institutions
makes sense in that regard.

One of CSC’s services related to research data management is the IDA
service26 that is specifically designed to store research data and the related
metadata. CSC also maintains Etsin27, a service to host metadata related to
research data as well as links to the location of the data. Etsin itself does not
contain datasets. These efforts fall under the national project of Open Science28

(Avoin Tiede ja Tutkimus in Finnish) that promotes the openness of research
and science. On the top level these initiatives have been put into motion by
the Ministry of Education and Culture29.

The IDA service, however, has not been very widely adopted as a place to
store and share research data. This has to do with IDA’s user interface and
the fact that the iRODS backend is not designed for publishing information.
Issues with policies and permissions also hinder the publication process.30 In
addition to the technical matters there is of course the fact that institutions,
such as universities, do not have a very well developed culture for research data
management or publishing which also contributes to this.

CSC also implements a service called AVAA31, which contains spatial datasets
such as open street maps for Finland and data from weather stations around
Finland. It seems that it is not designed for all kinds of datasets or it has not
been adopted for other uses.

4.7 Research data management questionnaires
Separately from this thesis two studies were conducted in Aalto University
about research data management and sharing by Ilari Lähteenmäki and Aalto
IT services [43, 44]. The goal of the studies was to find out the current needs as
well as the current status of research data management within Aalto University.
The studies were carried out as questionnaires and the questionnaires were
distributed to all branches of Aalto.

The first questionnaire [44] divided the research process in the context of
research data into four phases, which are the defining of the research scope,
the research, publishing the research data and archiving the research data. 87
people submitted answers to the study from all the schools in Aalto. The
breakdown respondents is shown in Figure 4.1.

The biggest challenges reported by the questionnaire were with the actual
research process and the archiving of data, as outlined by Figure 4.2. During
the scope defining phase of the research the research data challenges mentioned

26http://avointiede.fi/ida
27https://etsin.avointiede.fi/
28http://openscience.fi/
29http://www.minedu.fi/OPM/?lang=en
30M. Nurmela and S. Westman, personal communication, August 14th, 2015
31http://avaa.tdata.fi/en/
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http://openscience.fi/
http://www.minedu.fi/OPM/?lang=en
http://avaa.tdata.fi/en/
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Figure 4.1: The respondents to the first questionnaire, divided by the school
of the respondents [44]

were storage, availability and version control. The actual research phase con-
tained many challenges, biggest of which were the lack of storage space, the size
and amount of files generated (the current system could not handle them) and
the challenges with data availability. The problems with sharing research data
came from the lack of sharing infrastructure, version control, storage space
(quantity and persistence - no way to persist digital files) and other restric-
tions, such as privacy concerns or classified data. The single biggest problem
with archiving research data was that there is no infrastructure for archiving
research data.

The greatest need for services derived from the first questionnaire was re-
ported in storing data, metadata, finding data, archiving, sharing and backing
up data. The challenges where the requirements span from are both techno-
logical and policy related. In the list below the the answers are compiled by
percentages:

• The name of the folder/file or the location of the folder/file is forgotten
or poorly described, approx. 35%.

• Ownership of the data, approx. 30%.

• Not enough disk space, approx. 30%.

• Version control, approx. 30%.

• Non functional or corrupted equipment, 29%.

• Sharing data with partners and collaborators, 24%.
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• Unwanted deletion of data, 22%.

• Complicated user interface, approx. 20%.

• Forgetting password, 17%.

• Access rights, approx. 12%.

• Failed backup, 8%.

The second questionnaire [43] has 368 respondents, divided into different
branches of Aalto as shown in Figure 4.3.

The second questionnaire found that the most important things for research
data management and sharing system would be that the research data could
be worked on in collaboration, big files that you cannot attach to emails could
be shared and that there would be version control for the files. Research data

Figure 4.2: Where the biggest challenges lie with research data management,
divided by the phase of research process [44]
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Figure 4.3: The affiliations of the respondents to the second questionnaire [43]

would mostly be shared between Aalto University staff, but sharing with col-
laborators outside Aalto, sharing with students as well as personal file storage
were required of the system. Figure 4.4 shows who the research data needs to be
shared with. The research data should be accessible with personal computers
in addition to Aalto workstations.

Figure 4.4: The different parties research data has to be shared with - horizontal
axis is the amount of respondents [43]

The types of files people would need to save are very varied - the most pop-
ular type of files are Microsoft Office style files (text documents and spread-
sheets) and PDF files. Different image, video, sound, code and other formats
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are brought up in the questionnaire, even virtual machine images. The amount
of required storage space varies from 10Gt to over 500Gt, as shown in Fig-
ure 4.5. The most common storage time for research data is measured in years,
since that is the scope of research projects and data management is required
throughout the project. The distribution of required storage times is shown in
Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.5: The required storage capacities according to the respondents -
vertical axis is the percentage of respondents [43]

Most of the respondents of the second questionnaire handle their research
data every day and their research data is confidential. Not all confidential data
needs to be shared outside Aalto University, but most respondents had to do
that from time to time.

Most of the respondents use existing cloud services, such as Google Drive or
Dropbox to do research data management during their projects. The systems
are used both out of necessity (there is no existing Aalto infrastructure, for
example, to have non-Aalto people working on the same datasets or files) and
because they are easy to use and people have experience from using them from
outside of work. For some, this is not an option, since some data has to be
stored in Finland and the cloud providers cannot comply to that request.
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Figure 4.6: The required storage time of datasets - the horizontal axis is the
amount of respondents [43]

These studies show that there are indeed a need already in place for a system
to manage and share research data in Aalto. In addition training and policies to
support data management through the lifecycle of data are required. Existing
cloud based solutions, such as Google Drive and Dropbox are the benchmark
that people use to compare existing and future solutions to. This sets a bar for
the solutions that would be implemented to address research data management
and publication challenges.

4.8 Benchmarking existing solutions
Technical solutions to publishing and managing research data exist already,
many of them open source and free. Some of the solutions were mentioned in
the literature review in Section 3.11. This section describes those systems and
some other in more practical detail. The benchmarking was done using online
demo versions of the software, reading the related documentation and in some
cases examining the source codes and installation processes that they required.

For a more visual overview, see Section 7 for an overview table of existing
solutions. The Section 5 contains a more in depth look into the Dataverse
system and the installation processes of Hydra Project and Zenodo.

This is not a comprehensive listing of repository systems. Many institutions
have implemented their own systems and other, non-institute related systems
exist as well. The benchmark solutions presented here have been chosen due
to their wide adoption.

Harvard Dataverse is a Harvard University originated open source system
for research data publication. This system was benchmarked by both reading
the relevant documentation as well as making a local installation for testing
purposes - more on the test installation on Section 5. It is implemented with
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Java and is available online at GitHub32. Dataverse uses Apache Solr33 to index
its PostgreSQL34 database to facilitate faceted search. For server software you
can use Glassfish35 or Apache36.

Their website37 reports that the Dataverse software would be installed in
12 universities around the world. This number does not include, for example,
the Jyväskylä Universiy Dataverse which makes it reasonable to assume that
there are other Dataverses out in the world. The main Harvard Dataverse38,
which is the biggest Dataverse instance around, contains 59 652 datasets that
contain 288 174 files as of writing this thesis.

Dataverse offers a wide range of features. It generates citeable DOIs for
datasets published in it and it also allows the administrator of the system to
use Handle identifiers39 out of the box as well. It has a publishing workflow
that allows for saving of drafts and review before publishing. Faceted metadata
based fulltext search makes datasets discoverable and metadata can be added
both to the dataset level and the file level. The access control system built into
Dataverse allows permissions to be granted to individuals and groups alike.
The access controls can also be integrated with Shibboleth40, which is in wide
use across research institutions across the globe. For a full list of features,
source code and other relevant information see the links in the footnotes.

Dataverse allows manual upload of datasets and an API to explore datasets
and upload them programmatically. Once published, new versions of datasets
can be uploaded and all the versions remain visible. Dataverse also includes
the the TwoRavens41 application for visualizing tabular datasets.

Dataverse is a functional system for publishing research data. It is not a
tool for managing research data during the research project, but it could be
used even during that time to share research data with collaborators. It also
does not offer long term archival options.

CKAN42 is an open source data portal software that aims to make data
available over the Internet. CKAN instance was not installed for the purposes
of this thesis, but a demo CKAN cite43 was tested in addition to the documen-
tation being read. CKAN is implemented in Python and it uses Apache Solr
to to index a PostgreSQL database, much like Dataverse.

CKAN offers full text search of dataset metadata and versioning of datasets.
CKAN also allows for robust customization and data visualization as well as

32https://github.com/IQSS/dataverse
33http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
34http://www.postgresql.org/
35https://glassfish.java.net/
36https://httpd.apache.org/
37http://dataverse.org/
38https://dataverse.harvard.edu/
39https://www.handle.net/
40https://shibboleth.net/
41http://datascience.iq.harvard.edu/about-tworavens
42http://ckan.org/
43http://demo.ckan.org/
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http://demo.ckan.org/
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uploads through a web interface and an API. The access controls to the CKAN
are coarse grained, public sharing of datasets or sharing withing an organiza-
tion. CKAN is also promotes its extensibility, and indeed it has been adopted,
for example, as the frontend of the CSC’s services44. What separates CKAN
from the other repository solutions is that it offers extensive geospatial features.

CKAN is designed for publishing and sharing data and not for managing
data during the project it is being created.

Invenio45 is a CERN originated digital library management software. It
started as the CERN documentation server, hosting over 1 000 000 biblio-
graphic records and is now available at the public domain46. Zenodo47 is a
CERN run public instance of Invenio with a thin UI layer on top. The EUDAT
B2Share service48 also runs on Invenio. Invenio installation was tried using the
source code of Zenodo to get a better grasp of the system.

Invenio is built with Python and it implements similar features as the other
systems discussed earlier in this section. Fulltext metadata search, uploads
through an API and web UI and other repository features are present. Zenodo
is integrated with GitHub and it gives the option to publish source code as a
citeable scientific entity. Invenio itself has the capability to implement different
persistent identifier methods - Zenodo has chosen to use DOI and EUDAT
B2Share used Handle out of the box.

Invenio is like Dataverse - a tool to publish digital assets but not for man-
aging data during research.

A side note from EUDAT is that they have also implemented a Dropbox-
like service called B2Drop49, which is targeted to researches that want to share
research data during the research project. EUDAT project source code for both
B2Share and B2Drop is also available online50.

The Hydra project is an open source digital repository solution. The Hydra
solution was also tested during the writing of this thesis by installing and
setting up the system in addition to reading the related documentation and
trying available instances.

The Hydra project is a Ruby on Rails51 application built on top of the
Fedora repository software52. It uses a project called Blacklight53 for the dis-
covery platform and similarly to Dataverse it uses Apache Solr to index data
stored in the Fedora repository. The code for the Hydra project is available

44https://github.com/kata-csc
45http://invenio.readthedocs.org/en/latest/
46https://github.com/inveniosoftware
47https://zenodo.org/
48https://b2share.eudat.eu/?ln=en
49https://eudat.eu/services/b2drop
50https://github.com/EUDAT-B2SHARE, https://github.com/EUDAT-B2DROP
51http://rubyonrails.org/
52http://www.fedora-commons.org/
53http://projectblacklight.org/
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at GitHub54 and the developer community maintains a wiki online55. The Hy-
dra website lists 29 universities and institutions that have adopted the Hydra
software, mostly in the USA.

Hydra project is very flexible - it is used around the world for institu-
tional repositories, museum websites, cultural heritage storage and other sim-
ilar projects. Extensibility comes with a price, since an out of the box Hydra
installation requires the user to configure all the types of data you would need
for your chosen repository. Many implementations do exist, since Hydra has
been adopted around the world, but despite the fact that these solutions are
open source they are still tightly connected to the institutions that implemented
them, demanding still work if they were to be adopted to a new institution.
Some Hydra versions have dataset versioning implemented.

Hydra project is aimed to archiving and publishing data. It is not designed
as a tool for managing data during research projects.

Aalto University has adopted Elsevier Pure56 as a tool for researchers to
manage their publications. The system allows for linking datasets to your
profile, but the version that is running at Aalto University as of writing of
this thesis does not support actually uploading datasets to a repository. This
brings up an integration point for future development, since it would make
sense that when you upload your datasets to a repository it should show up in
your researcher profile.

iRODS57 is a data management software used by many research institutions
to manage research data. It is open source and available on GitHub58 along
with the many libraries and software components that come with it. iRODS
virtualizes storage hardware, which in part constitutes to the amount of dif-
ferent software packages that go into it, since different hardware requires dif-
ferent drivers and many contributors have implemented their own packages for
iRODS. For the purposes of this thesis an instance of iRODS was not installed,
but experts and users of the system were interviewed and documentation was
read along with the code.

In addition to virtualizing the storage hardware iRODS offers data discovery
by compiling metadata about the files and folders in the system to a metadata
catalog. The iRODS rules engine allows the users to program workflows and
automated events to the system. Newer versions (since iRODS 3) of iRODS
allow iRODS systems to be federated, which means that two iRODS systems
from different origins can share data easily.

iRODS is implemented in C++ and it offers client APIs for multiple pro-
gramming languages. iRODS also scales from single personal computers into
large data grids.

In Finland iRODS is in use at least in the University of Jyväskylä and in the
54https://github.com/projecthydra
55https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/hydra/The+Hydra+Project
56https://www.elsevier.com/solutions/pure
57http://irods.org/
58https://github.com/irods
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systems of CSC (the IDA system mentioned in Section 4.6 uses iRODS). The
iRODS systems in Finland focus on enabling researcher collaboration, which
is the role iRODS is primarily designed for. The iRODS architecture is not
designed for sharing data, but could be used as a part of a system that shared
data.

GitHub59 has been mentioned a few times as the place where the source
code of many of the projects mentioned here resides. It is a close analogue
to sharing research data, since it is a platform to share formatted information
between collaborators and anyone who might be interested in the source code.
Being a widely adopted platform it also contains, for example, lists to datasets60

available around the globe as well as datastreams61 that you could use as a basis
of applications serving greater public and good. The Zenodo connection also
makes source code citeable.

GitHub hosts, according to their own statistics as of writing of this thesis,
30.1 million code repositories. While the main appeal of GitHub is to allow
software to be written collaboratively (GitHub could be seen as the collabora-
tive extension to Git62), the version control software. GitHub also hosts some
data and visualizes that data. What really sets GitHub apart from the research
data sharing platforms is the social aspects it contains. GitHub has powerful
issue tracking systems, commenting capabilities and it promotes good coding
style and contribution by rewarding the contributors with recognition.

GitHub is a Ruby on Rails application with Git and the required C daemons
integrated to it. Git makes it also tool for managing code during the research
project, making GitHub a solution for the entire lifetime of source code. There
is also GitLab63, that enables institutions to set up their own GitHub-like
systems.

59https://github.com/
60https://github.com/caesar0301/awesome-public-datasets
61https://github.com/HazeWatchApp
62https://git-scm.com/
63https://about.gitlab.com/
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4.9 Solutions in Finland
In Sections 4.1 - 4.6 the current situation in Finland was touched from differ-
ent perspectives. The Table 4.1 below summarizes the learnings from different
actors in Finland as well as some additional findings. This list is not com-
prehensive but does contain the biggest institutions. It is is likely that other
institutions and the institutions listed below are working on more matters. All
Finnish universities maintain a digital publishing archive for papers and theses
published in those universities - they are not listed below. The footnotes are
on the next page.

Table 4.1: Actors in Finland and their actions as of writing of this thesis

Actor Work currently underway
Ministry of
Education and
Culture

The Open Science and Research Initiative64, which entails
services for publishing research data and metadata (men-
tioned before in Section 4.6). They also organize training
to facilitate open research and research data in Finnish
institutions. The Initiative also runs the Tuuli project,
that aims to help researchers to make data management
plans that are required nowadays by funding bodies.

CSC As the national provider of scientific computing services
CSC works with all the major Finnish institutions. It is
also the implementing force in many of the Ministry level
projects. CSC is also the the Finnish contact point to
EUDAT, the European Union level research data services.

University of
Helsinki

University of Helsinki has formulated its data policy65 and
is working towards implementing the infrastructure re-
quired to support it.66

University of
Jyväskylä

Unviersity of Jyväskylä has an own Dataverse instance
and they are using iRODS as their research data manage-
ment tool. They are also developing a desktop interface
for iRODS to enable researcher collaboration.

University of
Tampere

University of Tampere operates the Finnish Social Science
Data Archive67, an resource center funded by the Ministry
of Culture and Education to store datasets from the field
of social science.

National
Library of
Finland

The National Library manages the URN identifier scheme
that can be used to get persistent identifiers to datasets
and other scientific material in Finland. It’s also in-
volved in the long term storage project (PAS). It also runs
Finna68, a digital archive for Finnish museums, archives
and libraries.

Aalto University Aalto University is forming its research data policy.
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4.10 Outcomes of the positioning research
It is clear that research data management and publishing is not just a tech-
nical problem. Perfectly fine technical solutions for publishing, sharing and
managing research data exist. However, a system that would integrate these
and make the whole lifecycle of research data - from creation to archiving -
does not exist. The challenge of managing, sharing and publishing research
data brings together experts from multiple fields (researchers themselves, sup-
port staff in librarians and science IT and the managers who oversee these
transaction to name a few) and this collaboration has not been figured out yet.
Without proper technical solutions there definitely can not be proper research
data management, but policies and culture have to be developed as well. There
is little culture or reward to going through the trouble of properly managing
and publishing research data.
It also seems that the problem should not be solved independently by all the
institutions in Finland, let alone in the world. Successful research data pub-
lishing solutions are open source software projects, that offer the base solution
for free and the institutions can then become part of the developer commu-
nity simultaneously improving the software and adapting it to their own needs.
Similarly iRODS, the tool for managing research data, is open source. In addi-
tion to using similar tools as their peers different institutions should consider
also forming their policies and research data management guidelines to be com-
patible. After all, one goal of sharing and publishing research data is to make
collaboration easier and make science better.
The insights gained from this positioning research and the learnings from the
literature review in Section 3 and the next Section 5 will be discussed together
in Sections 6 and 7.

64http://openscience.fi/frontpage
65https://www.helsinki.fi/sites/default/files/atoms/files/

datapolicy_final_en.pdf
66M. Nurmela and V. Tenhunen, personal communication, November 9th, 2015
67http://www.fsd.uta.fi/en/index.html
68https://www.finna.fi/
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Chapter 5

Prototype Solution

In Section 4.8 existing solutions for the problems of publishing, sharing and
managing research data are presented. It is clear that since these solutions exist,
there is no point in reinventing the wheel and implement a new system. Instead
we have implemented a local installation of some of the systems presented in
the benchmarking section. From the test installations we have chosen the one
that works the best and used that to run tests on potential users of the system.
The tests are used to gain insights on what the finalized system should look like.
It is also notable that the existing solutions are remarkably similar as noted in
as noted in Section 4.8, so using any one of them would give applicable results.
The prototype solution focuses on publishing and sharing of research data.
The other option would have been to focus on the research data management
during the research project, but research projects last longer than the span
of this thesis and the results gained from that avenue of research that would
likely be quite superficial. The lack of culture and practices are a factor for
both publishing and and managing research data. The lacking of research data
management culture is due to the lack of education and need for it, whereas
publishing research data is a moderately new phenomenon and the culture
is still being formed. This makes it a more novel subject of study. Increased
demand for research data sharing and publishing would also force research data
management practices to be developed further.
We ended up choosing the Harvard Dataverse solution to be the prototype for
our purposes. The following sections detail the rationale behind this choice,
the technical details of the system and the tests that were conducted using the
system along with the learnings.

5.1 Rationale behind selecting Dataverse
As a part of the benchmarking the existing solutions and in order to select the
right tool to run tests on users we tried installations of a Hydra head (Hydra
head is a Hydra instance in the Hydra Project terminology), a Zenodo instance
and a Harvard Dataverse instance. These three were chosen because they
represent different technologies and are widely adopted as tools for publishing
research data.
Setting up a Hydra head is fairly simple using Ruby Gems1. Setting up the
basic Hydra head does not get you far, however, since after setting up the
installation you need to define your data model and almost everything else on

1https://github.com/projecthydra/hydra-head
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your repository.
This setup cost makes Hydra a very versatile framework. It is being used on
many places beyond just research institutions, such as museums and image
repositories2. Many of these systems are built on Hydra solution bundles3

which are also are open source. Installations of a clean Hydra head and the
version run by Penn State University4 were tried.
The conclusion about Hydra heads was that while the system is modern and
quite easy to install, the setup of the system made it too time consuming to
setup a testing prototype in a reasonable time frame. The system is flexible and
if you wanted to build your own customized repository solution Hydra would
be suitable for that. The Penn State implementation was heavily branded and
tweaked for their purposes, making it hard to make it work for prototyping
purposes. Blacklight5, the frontend library used by the Hydra project, is quite
good and makes for easy to use and efficient frontends.
We tried installing Zenodo system locally from the source code6, but could not
get the build process to work correctly as of writing of this thesis. It was later
found out that the Zenodo system, which is built upon the Invenio archiving
software, is notoriously hard to install according to the people who originally
built it7.
Due to the problems with the installation the Zenodo system was ruled out at
the prototyping phase.
Harvard Dataverse is easy to install with the installation instructions as both a
development version from the source code8 and a production version with the
installation bundle9.
The easy installation immediately gave a functioning software repository to con-
duct tests with and that lead to the decision to use Dataverse as the prototype
to test current data repository solutions and gain user feedback to supplement
the other research.
Though implemented in different technologies, the functioning of the existing
research data repository systems is quite similar. All of them offer form based
dataset uploads, full text searches and some forms of access control. Many of
them are even built on same technologies, such as Solr indexing software10 or
postgreSQL11.
The similarity of the systems as well as the fact that there is no global consensus
on what repository software is the best in business hints that you could use

2https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/hydra/Partners+and+
Implementations

3https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/hydra/Hydra+Solution+Bundles
4https://scholarsphere.psu.edu/
5http://projectblacklight.org/
6https://github.com/zenodo/zenodo
7M. Nurmela and D. Lecarpentier, personal communication, September 30th, 2015
8http://guides.dataverse.org/en/latest/developers/index.html
9http://guides.dataverse.org/en/latest/installation/

10http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
11http://www.postgresql.org/
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any one of them in your organization. From this angle it also makes sense to
use one of them to gain user insights and figure out how the systems should be
developed in order to satisfy the user needs better.

5.2 Users of the system
As examined in Section 4, a research data repository systems have many stake-
holders. Identified key stakeholders are presented in the following:

• Researchers,

• University courses,

• Research groups,

• Librarians,

• Students,

• IT staff; and

• Other interested parties.

The requirements of these different stakeholders are boiled down to user stories,
which are presented in Appendix A.

5.3 Prototype system description
Harvard Dataverse is a Java application. Other technologies employed are
Apache Solr10 for indexing the database to facilitate search, postgreSQL11 for
database and Glassfish or Apache for serving the web pages12. Dataverse also
has in built support for the R statistical computing language13 for running
simple statistical analyses on the data and for data visualization using the
TwoRavens tool [35].
The class model of Dataverse14 is described in Figure 5.1.
In the heart of Dataverse is the division of content into Dataverses. The clos-
est analogue to a Dataverse is a normal folder in a typical file system - Data-
verses can contain other Dataverses, but in the place of files Dataverses contain
datasets. Datasets, in turn, contain the files that make up the dataset. The
Dataverse split of the system also allows for fine grained access control, since
Dataverses can be shared with no one, with single users or user groups.
Users can use the Dataverse with either the web user interface or the API
offered by Dataverse. The dataflow and interplay of the different components
of the Dataverse application14 is shown in Figure 5.2.

12https://glassfish.java.net/, https://httpd.apache.org/
13https://www.r-project.org/
14https://github.com/IQSS/dataverse/tree/4.3/doc/Architecture

https://glassfish.java.net/
https://httpd.apache.org/
https://www.r-project.org/
https://github.com/IQSS/dataverse/tree/4.3/doc/Architecture
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Figure 5.1: The Dataverse class model14

Figure 5.2: The Dataverse application dataflow14
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Figure 5.3: The different installations in the cPouta environment

The Dataverse Java application encompasses the Client Side and Dataverse
Application in Figure 5.2. Ingest refers to uploading datasets to the system
and the Index and Search and Data/Service components serve the user the
desired content, be it search results or data to be downloaded. The rApache
component handles the data visualization and runs the TwoRavens tool, and
RServe is used for the statistical computation when the user requests that.
Two versions of the Dataverse system were installed - one from source code15

and one from the installation bundle provided by the developers of Dataverse16.
The installations were run in the CSC cPouta environment17, which is an Open-
Stack instance18. The source code installation is referenced from now as the
development installation. It was used to get a feel of the code and the system
quality and the access to the source makes debugging weird situations easier.
The installation from the installation bundle is referred to as the production
installation. The installation bundle should provide a more stable system than
the branch of development code that was forked for the development installa-
tion. Figure 5.3 shows the different installations in the cPouta environment.
The development installation is installed on top of Ubuntu 14.04 and it works,
even though the installation instructions propose the use of Red Hat based

15https://github.com/quarian/dataverse
16https://github.com/IQSS/dataverse/releases/tag/v4.2
17https://research.csc.fi/cpouta
18https://www.openstack.org/

https://github.com/quarian/dataverse
https://github.com/IQSS/dataverse/releases/tag/v4.2
https://research.csc.fi/cpouta
https://www.openstack.org/
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systems. The TwoRavens application is omitted from the development instal-
lation, since the data visualization is not the core functionality of the research
data repository software. The production installation is done on CentOS 6.6,
which is a derivative of Red Hat Linux. The installation was first tried on
CentOS 7.0, but the differences between CentOS 6.x and 7.x made it so that
the installation would not work - CentOS 6.6 was settled to be the final envi-
ronment of the development installation.
As for the information security of the prototype solution, the development in-
stallation is not set up with any firewall rules or other security, since its purpose
is to get a feel of the system. For the production installation firewall rules are
set using the security groups functions of OpenStack. Inbound TCP/IP traf-
fic was only allowed to port 8080, which Glassfish was listening to. When it
comes to research data, security is important, and since the technologies such as
Glassfish and postgreSQL are well known software and their default passwords
and ports are well known setting up firewalls and changing those passwords
is imperative. Additionally, with Dataverse, firewalling the port that Apache
Solr uses is important, since it circumvents the user credentials and it could be
used to retrieve any indexed information in the system.
To replicate the test systems follow the installation instructions19 and the de-
scription here.

5.4 System test setup
In order to extract value from the prototype Dataverse it needed to be tested
with actual users. Of all the stakeholders groups presented in Section 5.2
the research scientists is the most important one, since without them there is
no research data and without them using the research data repository there
is no public research data. Section 4 summarizes learnings from the other
stakeholder groups. Section 4 also contains results from surveys conducted on
research data management and sharing to provide context also from the point
of view of researchers.
To test this system we worked together with the Complex Networks Group20

and the Speech Group21 of Aalto University. Two kinds of tests were designed
and implemented. The first test was a contextual interview - which means
an interview and observation conducted in the user’s normal working environ-
ment. The contextual interviews were conducted both with the development
installation of the Dataverse as a tool for discussion and as conversations and
observations about the current state of research data management and the cur-
rent working practices. The second test was conducted with two lead users
and the production Dataverse installation. The users were asked to input their
datasets to the Dataverse and fill in the appropriate metadata.

19http://guides.dataverse.org/en/latest/installation/
20http://becs.aalto.fi/en/research/complex_networks/
21http://research.ics.aalto.fi/speech/

http://guides.dataverse.org/en/latest/installation/
http://becs.aalto.fi/en/research/complex_networks/
http://research.ics.aalto.fi/speech/
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The contextual interviews focused on the current methods of research data
management and sharing. The users were asked to describe their practices and
how they had come across to them (taught by the university, learned on their
own or some other methods). When applicable, the users were asked to show
their current setups for research data management and sharing. When the
development Dataverse was used the users were asked to upload a test dataset
to the Dataverse and walk the interviewer through the thought process. In
addition the interviewees were asked to use the actual Harvard Dataverse22

to find datasets relevant to their field of study and talk through the process.
All these interactions were also observed to find out usability and other issues
that might arise during the exchanges. In total 10 members of the Complex
Networks group were involved in the contextual interviews.
The lead users were granted access to the development Dataverse and were
briefly instructed to the different functionalities of Dataverse. The instructions
were left vague in order to make them read the relevant user guides and provide
feedback on how easy the system was to use after only very brief instructions.
After roughly a month’s time the lead users were debriefed and interviewed
about their experiences with the Dataverse system.
The goal of these tests was to understand the current status of research data
management and publishing, how a research data publication system would
fit this status and how well does the research data publication system fill its
designated role. The usability of the system is also a point of interest.
In addition the installation and maintenance of the prototype installations
would give insight on how the system would be to maintain and how it would
work from a technical point of view.

5.5 Outcomes of the prototype and the tests
The contextual interviews and lead user tests yielded results on technical mat-
ters, user interface and experience matters and on the current status of the
research data management and publishing.
The results of the tests showed that the technical implementations for research
data sharing fill their role. In the contextual interviews it was clear that the
manual uploading and searching worked fine - the users were able to pick up
the process of searching and uploading datasets quickly. The upload process is
form based, shown in Figure 5.4 which is similar to many form based upload
pages you can find online. Files for datasets can be dragged and dropped to
the user interface or the file browser of the computer can be used. The users
were able to find the suitable method for them from the two options. But even
though the upload process is mechanically easy, the upload form contained
a part where the user was supposed to insert keywords of the dataset being
uploaded. The keywords come with the concept of vocabulary that was not

22https://dataverse.harvard.edu/

https://dataverse.harvard.edu/
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Figure 5.4: A screen capture of the dataset upload form

Figure 5.5: A screen capture of the confusion inducing vocabulary in the upload
form

known to the users. The point of confusion is shown in Figure 5.5. In this
context vocabulary refers to a set of words that have been agreed upon within
a field of science in order to standardize communication within the field.
What is lacking of the upload process was the extended metadata that would
be important for the reuse of the data. The upload form contains the basic
metadata that is required to make the dataset searchable. Additional metadata,
such as details about the process of gathering the data, needs to be filled in
after the initial upload. The upload form contains a reminder, pictured in
Figure 5.6, to go add the metadata later. This approach has pros and cons,
since it makes the upload process easier but makes the metadata likely lacking.
Most users did not notice the hint to go add the metadata later and those who
did notice it did not know where the metadata addition would be done.
The search functionality is placed front and center in the user interface of the
Dataverse main page, as shown in Figure 5.7. Users easily locate the search
bar and are able to start searching for relevant datasets. The search results
leave users lacking, however. This is not entirely the fault of the search system,
since the users found the names and short descriptions of the datasets poor
at describing the datasets which made finding relevant datasets hard. Using
the advanced search, which all the users did not find, helps narrow down the
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Figure 5.6: A screen capture of the metadata reminder

Figure 5.7: A screen capture of the Harvard Dataverse main page

options. The options in the advanced search were noted to miss details. Details
the users were missing were dataset size and metadata related to their field.
It was noted that the system would work very well if you knew what you are
looking for, for example a scenario where your fellow researcher would have
shared the identifier of the dataset.
The order in which the results are displayed is also unclear to the users. The
search results page offers the chance to sort the results, but that option was
missed by all users during the tests. The default setting is to sort the results by
relevance, but it is unclear to what relevance refers to in this context, since the
default search searches all searchable fields in datasets, Dataverses and files.
The fact that Dataverses, datasets and files are by default mixed in the search
results also does not help in finding relevant datasets. There is the option to
filter the files, datasets or Dataverses out of the search results, but the option
was fairly commonly missed by the users. It might be due to the novelty of
the terminology (Dataverse, especially, is a novel concept for the users). An
example of search results is shown in Figure 5.8.
Dataverse implements helpful hover texts on the terms, as shown in Figure 5.9.
This feature went unnoticed by all users at first, but most of them would find
the feature by accident and find it helpful. It would help if the helpful hover
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Figure 5.8: A screen capture of an example search results page

Figure 5.9: A screen capture of the hover texts implemented in Dataverse

text would be indicated, for example, by a question mark symbol next to the
item to be explained.
What was common in both the contextual interviews and the lead user tests
was that the concept of publishing research data is novel for all the users. None
of them had published their research data online and few had used datasets
from others, but in those cases the datasets were always acquired by request
and then delivered using existing systems, such as Google Drive or email. When
questioned on if they could make their research data public, for example with a
tool like Dataverse, many expressed that their research data had some privacy
concerns or other limitations to sharing or that it would take a considerable
amount of time to apply relevant metadata to make the datasets presentable.
Source code from some projects had been published in GitHub.
The contextual interviews and the lead user tests also shed light on the current
ways of managing research data. Network drives were used by the users and
their research groups to share all the data within the group, but the there were
no clear guidelines on how to describe dataset metadata or how to organize the
file structure on the network drives. This meant that it was at times hard for
the researchers to find relevant things from the drives and for the new members
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Figure 5.10: A screen capture of Data visualization implemented in Dataverse

of the groups to get acquainted with the system. It turned out that currently
research data management is not taught to the researchers, but knowledge is
gathered from peers and mistakes you make on your previous projects.
The research data visualization, which came up as an interesting feature to
have in a research data publication platform during both the initial interviews
and the contextual interviews is implemented in Dataverse. The user feedback
on it, however, was that the visualization is very confusing and despite the
users being well versed in statistical methods could not understand what the
information displayed on the screen meant and how to get valuable information
out of it. Figure 5.10 shows a view of the visualization tool.
The lead user tests mirrored the results from the contextual interviews when
it came down to the manual upload process of the datasets. Despite the lack
of previous knowledge on how to use the system or on how to publish research
data the lead users were able to learn the system and upload their datasets.
After working with the system for a longer time the need for computerized
uploading process became clear. For example, the user from the Sound Group
had hundreds of video files that could be uploaded to the publication system,
but it would not make sense to spend the time to do that manually. In addition
some of that data was being generated every day, so if that was to be published
daily it would require an automated system. The Dataverse offers a an API
and a guide for using it23. The user found that the guide with only example
commands was not enough to make the use of API easy. Coincidentally there is
research about research video data sharing which could be useful in the future
when video data needs to be shared [59].
After using the system for a longer time the users noted that the system could

23http://guides.dataverse.org/en/4.2/api/
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help them access their datasets from outside the university’s network. The
network drives and similar approaches in used nowadays limit the access to
the systems to the university network, which hinders both the ability of the
researchers to work on it from different computers as well as the ability to share
the information with collaborators from other places. There are, of course,
ways to access data within the university network with VPN or other similar
technologies, but that adds complexity to the process.
The longer period of use also brought up the fact that there is information in
how people store their data. For example, the folder structure of the network
drive might split files into subfolders by date of data collection. This serves as
implicit metadata, since there is no metadata file that tells that this piece of
data is from a certain date, but a human using the system would understand
it. Dataverse offers a chance to upload .zip file to the system and this way
preserving folder structures. In the case of the Sound Group the video files are
so large and there are so many of them that uploading a huge file would make
the reuse of that file very hard, not to mention the uploading and downloading
the file.
The installation and maintenance of the prototype Dataverse installation had
both flaws and good things to it. The basic installation following the installa-
tion guide was easy, but adding in components like the TwoRavens or Shibbo-
leth authentication system was documented less clearly to the point that it was
not worth the effort to install the Shibboleth system for the prototype solution.
The TwoRavens installation process seemed to work, but the system did not
end up working in the prototype solution, so the TwoRavens was tested with
the actual Harvard Dataverse.
Codewise the Dataverse implementation is clean - it follows good object ori-
ented programming practices. Functionality is split into different classes and
the methods are short and well named. Dataverse has unit tests implemented
as well as a Jenkins environment24 for automated integration tests. The test
coverage is not very high - only 5%25.
User management with the Dataverse tools was easy. Dataverse offers a default
set of roles that cover the needs of research data publication process well. Cus-
tom roles can also be made if the default ones are not enough. Figure 5.11 shows
the user management view of a single dataset. Permissions can be changed for
individual or groups, allowing the administrator of the dataset to allow dif-
ferent parties to see the dataset before it is published. Publishing will make
it visible for all, but managing the permissions before publishing the desired
functionality of private publishing could be achieved.
During the test on the development installation we came across an interesting
situation when the partition where the database of the Dataverse became too
full and no new datasets could be uploaded to the system. This did not crash
the system - the Dataverse could still be accessed and datasets be downloaded,

24https://build.hmdc.harvard.edu:8443/
25https://coveralls.io/github/IQSS/dataverse

https://build.hmdc.harvard.edu:8443/
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Figure 5.11: A screen capture of the dataset user management view

but new datasets could not be uploaded. Moving the database to a new par-
tition did not alone solve the problem since the failed dataset uploads had
left partial files to the Dataverse partition that prevented the Dataverse from
caching the new uploads. Once the fragmented remains of the failed uploads
were removed the and Dataverse had disk space to cache new datasets the sys-
tem started working again normally. It is good that the system was robust
enough to handle the insufficient space on the partition, but not cleaning up
the failed uploads caused frustration and the Dataverse documentation did not
help in resolving the issue.
Interesting note on Dataverse is that it gives DOIs to the published datasets.
This functionality is not documented, but digging into the code and the logs
from the system it turns out that that Dataverse uses the EZID26 service to
supply DOIs for datasets. What is strange is that when you set up your own
Dataverse you can just publish data and the DOIs will be given for you. This
is strange because registering DOIs is not free and it is hard to imagine that
Harvard would want to pay for all the DOIs for all the users of Dataverse.
In summary, Dataverse serves as a functional system to publishing research
data. The software is of good quality but the documentation and instructions
related to setting up the system could be better and the test coverage could be
improved. The mechanical processes of uploading and searching datasets from
the system work, but both of them could be made more intuitive. Computerized
upload of datasets is a must have feature when dealing with datasets that
contain a large amount of files. In addition to taking care of these technical
matters, training for research data management and integration of research
data publishing to the workflow of scientists is required.

26http://ezid.cdlib.org/

http://ezid.cdlib.org/


Chapter 6

Discussion

6.1 Methods
In this thesis we have examined the challenges around research data man-
agement, sharing and publishing. The methods used are literature reviews,
interviews, questionnaires, technical benchmarks and user tests in the form of
contextual interviews and lead user tests.
Literature reviews on the subject show that while the open access way of
publishing research papers has been studied, the scientific contribution to the
problem of open access research data has been tackled by a small number of
researchers. Statistical studies of open access benefits with research papers
promise good results for publishing in open access style, but the methodology
and sample size quality varies. The metrics and numbers about research data
sharing and management are all different within the research papers published,
making it harder to interpret results from them. This is to be expected, since
research data publication and sharing is a relatively new phenomenon. A chal-
lenge for the future would be to rigorously quantify the benefits of research
data publication and sharing. Not many concrete numbers about the benefits
of research data publishing and sharing are found from the literature. Many of
the research papers in the field are also quite new, so it will take time to find
out which ones of them provide to be the most valuable.
Interviews were used to find out the current situation of research data man-
agement and sharing in Finland. The interviewees represented many groups of
stakeholders, but it is possible that the people chosen for the interviews were
not the best representatives of their group. Legal issues were also brought up
quite a few times during this thesis and it would have been beneficial to inter-
view a legal expert as well. The interviews were conducted in places chosen by
the interviewees to make the interview process easier for them. One possible
problem with the interviews was that they were conducted alone, but this was
taken into account by recording the interviews. Similar questions were asked
from all the interviewees, but with many of them the deep discussions were
done on different topics. Doing more interviews to gain more data points and
following up on the interviewees on later parts of the research would have been
beneficial. The Complex Network group was interviewed in two phases of the
thesis (initial interviews and contextual interviews in the prototyping phase)
and that proved valuable - hinting that revisiting other interviews would have
been valuable as well. Time constraints of the thesis prevented this.
The questionnaires were not designed for the use of this thesis [43, 44]. Instead
they were used to find out the research data management needs of Aalto for
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planning the future of services offered by Aalto. However, the questions asked
in the surveys were very relevant for this thesis as well which led to the decision
to use them as is instead of doing overlapping work. The general caveats of
surveys, such as the shallowness of information and the chance of misinterpre-
tation, apply of course. To minimize the the risk of misinformation the results
from the surveys were shown as is and interpretation was kept to a minimum.
Repeating the questionnaires could have been valuable since they were con-
ducted two years ago. We did not spend resources on this since the deeper user
interview and test feedback was considered higher value.
Technical benchmarking was done with existing solutions to a somewhat vary-
ing degree. The Dataverse solution was inspected thoroughly, Zenodo and
Hydra installations were tried, other publishing platforms were signed up for
and tried that way, and iRODS was studied through the documentation and
source code. There is a possibility that the conclusions drawn from the thor-
ough inspection of Dataverse do not apply for the other solutions directly, but
since the implementations are quite similar the risk is likely low. We have tried
separating the learnings from the systems from the system specific features,
such as the look and feel of their UIs. The cloud environment that is used as
the running environment of the prototype Dataverse system would not be the
installation destination of the final system. This did not generate problems for
the testing of the system. More hands on testing on the different technical so-
lutions would have been beneficial, but this was not feasible in the time frame
of the thesis.
The contextual interviews and lead user tests were chosen as a tool to learn
more about the research data publication systems to complement the technical
examination. Questionnaires would be another option, but while you could
get more data points from a survey, the information is superficial. One angle
for this thesis is that Aalto University is forming a data policy to to govern
research data management and publishing and gaining deeper user insights
through controlled user tests would provide deeper insights for that as well.
Additionally, surveys on the subject had already been made and they are in-
troduced in Section 4.7. The sample size of 12 users (10 for the contextual
interviews and 2 for the lead user tests) does not yield statistically significant
results, but the depth that the examination was carried out with should pro-
vide value. Enlisting more lead users would have been beneficial but we could
not find users with enough time to test the system.
It was interesting that the interactions with the users of the system brought
up similar points that were raised in the literature. The lack of culture and
same reasons for not sharing research data were found out within the users as
were found out in the literature. The sample size is not, again, scientifically
significant, but it seems likely that the problems reported in literature around
the world do happen in Finland as well.
The goal of combining these methods was to gain a holistic view on the problem
and not only focus on the technological side. More user engagement would
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have given a better view, but on the whole we feel that the overall view created
by this thesis is representative of current state of the research data sharing,
publishing and management in the field of science.
The chosen methodologies were chosen also partially to accommodate the stud-
ies of the writer of this thesis - I have studied user centered design as a my
minor during my Masters’ studies.

6.2 Combining insights
While the main focus of this thesis from the beginning was to find appropri-
ate technical solutions for sharing research data it became clear that sharing
research data is not strictly a technical problem. While there is a lot of work
to be done to implement tools and systems to make the process of sharing and
publishing research data easy, a point solution to do just that would fall flat.
Firstly, research data publication and sharing is closely tied to research data
management during the research process. If research data is not handled during
the process with the goal of one day making it public, the process of eventu-
ally making it public is very hard or impossible. And even though it might
be technically viable the time and effort it would take to turn datasets that
have not been properly documented and maintained during the process might
be prohibitive. Secondly, the culture for sharing research data is still develop-
ing. There is not enough knowledge about either research data management
or sharing. Additionally, there is no incentive to share research data, since
researchers’ contribution is measured mainly in citation to research papers.
The problem of research data also involves people from different disciplines in
unprecedented ways. The roles of libraries, university software infrastructure
maintainers and the researchers themselves are undefined in the new world of
research data management, publication and sharing. When you consider the
academic publishers and the peer review process that is at the heart of scientific
publishing it is clear that the roles of all these actors need to be defined in the
research data context.
Making research data accessible is likely to promote the quality of science. To
achieve this, better technical solutions need to be implemented and the culture
around research data needs to be taken into a more open direction.
Examining the state and options that come with research data management,
publishing and sharing four survival strategies for the data intensive world of
research can be outlined. The strategies are, in order from the most recom-
mendable to the least recommendable, international collaboration, open source
solutions, national collaboration and implementing own solutions.
International collaboration entails being a part of a international initiative for
research data management, sharing and publication. EUDAT is an example of
an initiative like this. This makes collaboration with others that are working
in the initiative easier, takes the implementation load off the institutions while
giving them a chance to participate and lessens the amount of existing systems
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and standards. The challenge is to adapt the international solutions to conform
to the local needs of research institutions.
Implementing one of the existing open source solutions in a research institution
would bring that institution to the community around that solution. Example
solutions include Dataverse, CKAN and Invenio. The problem with institutions
implementing different open source solutions is that it increases the overall
complexity of the research data landscape and puts the burden of maintaining
the solution to the research institution.
National initiatives, such as the Open Research and Science initiative in Fin-
land, take the burden of implementation from the research institutions. The
problem is that research nowadays is global and the national providers are
likely to enable national collaboration very well, but international collabora-
tion would be a challenge.
Implementing a novel solution for a research institution is an option, but seems
very inefficient since solutions exist already. While you might get a perfectly
tuned system for your institution, it would be more cost efficient to use existing
solutions. Implementing own solutions also means that the burden to integrate
with other systems is on you.
This thesis has also identified many aspects of a solution that could solve the
research data management, publishing and sharing problems. These aspects
are boiled down to a set of design requirements. The requirements can be used
as a basis to design solutions or as means to validate existing solutions.
These requirements are split into must have requirements, functional require-
ments, hardware requirements and user experience requirements. Other than
the must have requirements that a system either does or does not fulfill the
requirements contain metrics that can be used to validate if the system fulfills
the requirement. The formulation of the requirements presented here is quite
general, which means that in order to use them to design or validate a solu-
tion the metrics presented in the requirements should be made more specific.
The requirements are also not instructions set in stone - they should be used
to guide in developing a research data management, sharing and publishing
system.
The must have requirements are presented in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. The other
requirements are presented in Appendix B.

Table 6.1: Must have requirements for a research data publishing solution

Requirement Rationale
Users can
upload datasets

Without datasets, there is not research data publishing

User can upload
relevant
metadata for
their datasets

Without metadata, finding and reusing research data is
impossible
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The metadata of
datasets is full
text searchable

In order to find datasets, the metadata has to be search-
able

Published
datasets are
assigned a
persistent
identifiers

Persistent identifiers allow for referencing the data and
maintaining links for longer

There are no
restrictions to
the type of
uploaded data

Research data comes in many shapes and forms and all
data must be able to be published

The datasets in
the system can
be made public
for all the world
to see

The goal of the publishing platform is to make the data
public

Table 6.2: The must have requirements of a research data management solution

Requirement Rationale
Users can
upload their
research data
during the
research project

Instead of per researcher storage solution for storing re-
search data, there must be a centralized solution

The tool
imposes no
restrictions to
the type of
research data
stored

Research data comes in all shapes and forms and the tool
must serve all the disciplines

The research
data
management
tool must allow
for sharing data
with
collaborators

Research is done globally and collaboratively nowadays,
meaning that data must be shared with collaborators
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6.3 Future work
Future work around the subject should include both integrated technical solu-
tions that make good research data management practices a part of the daily
life of researchers. This would in turn make the publication of their data easy
and help improving the culture around the subject. To change the culture more
research on the benefits of open research data is required, but there might be
other ways as well.
Some fields of science, such as physics, psychology and genomics have been
more successful than other fields in implementing open research data practices.
Research on how these fields managed that transition and how that could be
applied to other fields could find ways to bring open research data to other
fields as well.
It is also possible that the culture of research data could be changed with
appropriate sticks and carrots. If funding bodies would make it a priority
to demand public research data, there would likely be an urgency to provide
such solutions for researchers as soon as possible. On the other hand, maybe
citations to research data could be integrated to the h-index of researchers,
thus making the already used metric reward those who publish their datasets.
This reframing of the problem - instead of asking ”how should we implement
systems that help with research data?” we ask ”how do we motivate people to
share their research data” - is a design paradigm that has been used successfully
in other system level design problems [16].
The solutions for the technical and cultural problems might also be found from
analogous problems. For example, software development has benefited for a
long time from the open source community, where people contribute code for
the public domain without monetary compensation. It is been studied that
people do not do this out of the kindness of their hearts, but instead with the
goal of turning their free work now into profit in the future [30]. The tools that
are used to share software, such as GitHub, could also provide a fresh look on
how tools for research data management and sharing could work.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

This thesis has examined different technical solutions to managing, sharing and
publishing research data, focusing on sharing and publishing. Table 7.3 shows
the features of solutions presented and shows how they differ in the context of
research data publishing, whereas Table 7.5 shows the same solutions but in
the context of research data management during a research project. Table 7.1
shows the legend that is used in Tables 7.3 and 7.5. Research data is referred
to as data in the tables for a more concise presentation.

Table 7.1: The color coding of the summary Tables 7.3 and 7.5

Color and
Mark

Meaning

++ The feature is well implemented and could be considered
a strong point in the solution

+ The feature is implemented in the solutions in some way
- it might need some work to get up and running or the
other features of the solution can be used to approximate
the functionality

- The feature is missing from the solution or can be found
from the solution but according to user feedback is too
hard to use and is a clear weak point of the solution

In Tables 7.3 and 7.5 the IDA, Etsin, Avaa and PAS are a part of the Finnish
Open Science Initiative. Dataverse, Hydra, Zenodo, iRODS and CKAN are
open source solutions. EUDAT refers to the B2-offering1, of which the B2Share
and B2Drop are considered to be a part of a research data management and
publication process. ACRIS is the Elsevier Pure instance that is being trialed
at Aalto University. GitHub is included in the comparison since it is a widely
adopted tool for publishing and collaborating on software projects.
The features used in the columns in Table 7.3 are explained in Table 7.2.

1http://eudat.eu/
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Table 7.2: The features being compared on Table 7.3

Feature Explanation
Data Storage Data storage means that the solution offers the chance to

save the actual research data to the system and not just
links to the datasets, for example

Metadata
Storage

Metadata storage means that the system has a struc-
tured way of storing metadata about datasets - this does
not mean that the system should contain actual research
data, since some services are built just as places to store
metadata and links to datasets

Open Access
Data

System that implements this feature allows the datasets
to be searched and downloaded by the general public
without restrictions to the use of the datasets

Restricted Data Whereas open access data is available for all the world to
see, systems that implement the restricted data feature
allow for a more fine grained user management allowing
datasets to be shared with restricted groups of users

Long Term
Archival

Long term archival is archival for datasets that lasts for
tens of years - a lot longer than commodity hard drives
last in active use (commodity hard drives usually last
from three to five years in active use)

Full Text Search Full text search refers to the ability to search the all the
metadata available in the system to find relevant datasets

Dataset
Versioning

Dataset versioning means that the system allows for up-
loading newer versions of the already uploaded datasets
without deleting the old datasets, since someone might
use and refer to the old datasets

Identifier
Scheme

Identifier scheme tells which, if any, persistent identifier
schemes the solution implements

From the solutions presented in Table 7.3 the systems that are designed primar-
ily for research data publishing (Avaa, Dataverse, Hydra, Zenodo, and CKAN)
have almost all the features specified. What some of them are lacking is the
ability to restrict access to the research data, which is a requirement for some
datasets that contain data that has some confidentiality clauses. Avaa, for ex-
ample, is a platform for nothing else than completely open data making it an
awkward choice for a university, for example. None of these solutions imple-
ment long term archival, which is an important feature going forward and a
goal for future development. These solutions are also remarkably similar, so
any one of them could be used to set up a research data publishing platform
for a research institution.
The only solution for long term archival is PAS, which is in test phase as of
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writing of this thesis. It ticks many boxes of the features, but it has to be
taken into account that the PAS system is only for long term archival and can
not be used for the normal publishing activity of research institutions. It is
also unclear at the moment how datasets for long term archival are chosen,
what kind of metadata long term archival requires and how the system should
integrate to existing and upcoming research data repositories.
The tools that have a lot of other functionality in addition to research data
publishing implement the features to a varying degree. iRODS, which is a
tool for managing data, is clearly not designed to be a data sharing platform
for research data. ACRIS has many other tasks as well, such as maintaining
a the publication profile of researchers and reporting publications. EUDAT’s
B2Share offering offers a serviceable research data publication platform, but
lacks the ability to restrict access to the datasets in a fine grained manner.
IDA is an iRODS based system, but has some features for publishing datasets
from the system. Biggest problem with it is that it is perceived very hard to
use by users.
Etsin is a metadata publication platform - it only contains metadata and links
to the actual location of the datasets. While this is valuable, separating the
research data from the metadata requires either integration between the storage
and metadata systems or more work from the users. This is also the reason
why Open Access Data is marked as a weakness of the system - no data, no
open access.
The identifier scheme is also a point of interest. Citing datasets is something
that has not been widely adopted, which means that in order to help that
adoption a well known identifier scheme should be used. It is good that a
Finnish identifier scheme exists, but if datasets want international recognition
an internationally known identifier scheme should be used.
The technical solutions with a focus on research data publishing fill their role
adequately. The user tests show that there are user experience and usability
improvements that could be done - those are detailed in Section 5.5. What
the user tests also show is that training related to the options when it comes
to research data publishing is lacking. If the culture and willingness to share
research data is to be improved, that would require a conscious effort from the
university side.
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Research data publishing is the end goal of research data management, and
Table 7.5 shows the same tools compared previously in the context of research
data publishing being compared in the light of research data management dur-
ing the research process. Table 7.4 explains the features that were explored
from the research data management angle.

Table 7.4: The features being compared on Table 7.5

Feature Explanation
File Sharing
With Partners

The basis of collaboration is sharing results and in this
context it means that the solution enables files to be
shared using the system - this also implies that the files
can be stored there for personal use

File Editing
With Partners

For collaboration just sharing files might not be enough,
and the files should be able to be edited instead of always
uploading new versions to the system

Workflow
Sharing

The research workflows in some fields of science are highly
automated and sharing those would save a lot of time for
collaborators and the person sharing them assuming he
or she had to return to that workflow later

Comments On
Files

Commenting on others’ work makes collaboration easier

Web Interface A system implements this feature if it has an interface
online that can be accessed from anywhere so that the
research data is readily accessible

Command Line
Interface

A system implements a command line interface if the
users can access their research data using technologies
like SSH

Desktop
Interface

A system implements a desktop interface if it offers soft-
ware that the users can install on their personal machines
or it integrates to the file system on the user’s machine

Integrated Data
Collection

Integrated data collection means that tools that collect
research data can be integrated to the solution such that
the research data is collected and put into the systems
automatically

The same tools that are suitable for research data publishing are not necessarily
right for research data management and vice versa. iRODS, IDA and the
B2Drop side of the EUDAT service offer dedicated services to share research
data during the research process and manage it in a centralized service. GitHub
is a collaborative tool for projects around programming.
The tools that work well for research data publishing lack many important
features that research data management and research collaboration, such as
file editing and proper commenting functionality on file. Research workflows
cannot be stored or shared with any of the tools, which is not surprising -
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the definition of a workflow varies a lot between disciplines and it is not a
requirement for many.
The user tests and interviews also show that the research management ways
of researchers could be much better. Research data management is learned
by doing and from peers and the awareness of good practices and tools for
research data management is low. Good practices and tools should be taught
to the researchers creating and managing the research data.
When looking at the existing solutions through both the context of research
data management and publishing it is clear that a big problem is that there is
not a solution that would handle the entire lifecycle of the data from creation
to publishing. Research data sharing and managing should not be considered
separately from research data management. Without management, there can
not be effective sharing or publishing and without sharing or publishing there
is no need for management. Many universities, Aalto University included, have
implemented neither managing or publishing research data tools in a centralized
way. The lack of dedicated research data management infrastructure also affects
the training and knowledge of research data management and tools in the sense
that if there is no infrastructure to leverage there is no way to teach institutional
best practices.
This thesis set out to answer two research questions. Firstly, how research data
can be shared and published using modern tools and how these tools work in
practice? Secondly, what are the non technical matters that affect sharing and
publishing research data? To answer the first question we have found, presented
and tested existing software solutions for research data publishing and sharing.
Through user testing and technical benchmarking we have concluded that the
user experience of these solutions could be enhanced to make research data
sharing and publishing easier, but the solutions do serve their purpose and can
be used to share and publish research data. Additionally, the lack of tools to
manage research data during the research process makes publishing and sharing
research data harder. As for the second question, we have concluded using user
interviews and user tests that the lack of culture, incentives and know-how
about research data sharing, publishing and management is a major barrier to
publishing and sharing research data.
Following these conclusions we have presented steps to make research data pub-
lishing and sharing prevalent in the field of science. In order to make the tools
for sharing and publishing research data better, holistic solutions that combine
research data management, publishing and sharing should be implemented.
Solving the non technical problems of research data management, sharing and
publishing starts from proving the benefits of sharing and publishing research
data and from providing education and incentives for researchers.
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Users of Data Repositories

A.1 Researcher
• As a researcher, I want to publish selected research datasets so that they can be useful

to others and I can get citations.
• As a researcher, I want to have a single citeable URL and a persistent identifier for a

dataset. This way I can publish my datasets and draw attention to my work and get
citations.

• As a researcher, I want to publish a massive dataset in a way that others can access
it, and not have to duplicate metadata entries to other hosting services.

• As a researcher, I want my data to be linked to my own pages and possibly a data
profile page, so that I gain visibility to myself from releasing data.

• As a person applying for funding, I want a ready-made data publication solution that
I can put into my applications, so that it saves me time when applying for funding
and increases my chances to gain funding.

• As a researcher, I want to store metadata or data in the system, but in a way that I
can guarantee that it will never be published or viewable to anyone unauthorized by
accident and without explicit consent.

• As a researcher I want to easily find datasets online and downloading them should be
easy.

• As a researcher, I want to know what other researchers are doing and what kind of
data they are using. I might want to collaborate with them or use their data to make
my research.

• As a researcher, I want my papers and research to have as much impact as possible,
which is aided by publishing my datasets free online.

• As a researcher, I want to be sure that my data is safe so that I can focus on more
important work.

• As a researcher, I want data management during my research project to be as easy as
possible so that it does not cause unnecessary overhead.

• As a researcher, I want to follow the best practices of my field to comply facilitate
collaboration with others.

• As a researcher, I want to be educated in research data management so that I can
save time while doing my research.

• As a researcher and a new member of a research group I want to easily get a grasp of
the research data and the practices the group is using to get to work faster.

• As a researchers, I might want to use my dataset first before making it public so that
I get the first benefit of my dataset.

A.2 Course
• As a course instructor in a data-driven course, I want to put several small datasets

online for use of students in my class, so that I have less data management to do
myself in the long run.

• As a course instructor in a data-driven course, I want for my students to be able to
find other datasets online, so that they may find other data which engages them more
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than my own.

A.3 Research group
• As a research group, we want to be able to put dataset metadata in one central place,

so that we do not lose memory of data and metadata over time as people come and
go. This can be both public and private data.

• As a research group, we want to put metadata about our data where it can be browsed
by others, so that we can find collaborators who may want to work with us. Some of
this data should be visible for all and some should be restricted to smaller groups.

• As a research group, we want to have a data collection with permissions such that it
is very easy to add new members to our group. Preferably, this is automatic using
university user management system.

• As a research group, we want different levels of privacy of data to coexist in our data
collection so that we need only one collection. For example, all data in our collection
should be private by default, but some can be published.

• As a research group, we want to plug our research data collection devices to the
research data management systems to automate our research process.

• As a research group, we want the research data system to integrate to our research
workflows.

A.4 Librarian
• As a librarian, I want to be a part of the digital publishing of our institution’s datasets.
• As a librarian, I want to use my metadata and description expertise to aid the re-

searchers and to have their datasets properly documented and metadata properly
used.

• As a librarian, I want the dataset publication system to communicate with other
electronic publishing systems already in use in our institution

• As a librarian, I want to pass on my knowledge of metadata and electronic publishing
also to the scientists so that they can both take that into account while they work
and so that my work in helping them becomes easier.

A.5 Student
• As a student, I want easy access to any materials that my course requires me to use

with my course work.
• As a student working on any level of thesis I would like to know if relevant datasets

that I could use with my thesis exist and would like to have easy access to them.
• As a student working on different student projects that generate data, I would like to

know the best practices that allow me to use the least time to manage my data and
allow me to save them in a convenient location.

A.6 IT staff
• As an administrator, I want to be able to see the data produced and released by my

unit in the last N years, so that I can document productivity and better apply for
funding.
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• As the research data repository administrator, I want tangible benefits to researchers,
so that they feel that using this is worth their time and continue using long-term.

• As an administrator, I want the system to be easy to maintain, so that it do not cause
extraneous overhead with my other maintenance tasks.

• As an administrator, I want the data management plans researchers make to contain
the whole lifecycle of the research data in order to preserve the research data the best
way possible.

A.7 Others
• As a developer of applications, I want to have access to interesting datasets that could

potentially be used as a basis of applications.
• As a funding body, I want that the access to the datasets that should be public is

easy and that the publishing system does not allow them to be published in a way
that they are hard to find.



Appendix B

Requirements for Research Data
Management and Publishing
System

B.1 Functional Requirements for Research
Data Publishing

Requirement Metric Rationale
The publishing
platform can host
and serve big files

The file maximum
size is in the order
of tens of gigabytes

The platform does not need to serve big data,
but even ”normal” data can be gigabytes in size

Users can sort the
search results by
different factors

The search results
can be sorted by
various sorting
criteria, e.g.
dataset publication
date, dataset
language, dataset
creation date

If the repository contains many datasets, search-
ing for relevant ones needs to be made easier

The metadata
templates offered
by the system
satisfy the needs of
different fields of
science

The metadata
templates follow
the existing
metadata
standards or best
practices

Metadata should be descriptive of the data and
understandable by others than the creators of
the data

Data can be
uploaded
programmatically

The platform offers
and API with
associated
documentation

If you possess a lot of data, you cannot upload
it all manually

Data can in the
system can be
visualized

Data visualization
follows the best
practices of the
field

Good visualizations give an easy overview to the
data

Access control to
datasets should be
fine grained

Access to the
datasets can be
controlled by e.g.
user account,
groups of users, IP
address range or
embargoes

Sometimes you need the data to be only visible
to a subset or there might be an embargo on the
data – for example, students of Aalto University
should see a certain dataset but not everyone in
the world
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The data
repository must be
secure

The data
repository satisfies
industry standard
requirements for
security

The data repository may contain confidential in-
formation which should be safe

Users in the system
can be given
different roles

The different roles
are e.g.
administrator,
curator,
contributor and
guest

Publishing research data involves many parties,
such as librarians and IT staff, and their roles are
not about creating data but manage the system
and curate the data

The system should
be integrated to
the already
existing user
management
system

The system’s user
management
module is
extensible to
integrate external
user management
system

Not only do new students come in every year,
staff changes all the time – and keeping multiple
systems up to date is a cause for problems

Unknown
vocabulary should
be made clear to
the users

When encountered
with unknown
vocabulary, the
user must get help
within the same
screen

Research data has a lot of vocabulary that is
not all known for researchers – helping them to
understand that is important

Users can add tags
to their datasets
and files

Tags can be added
to both datasets
and files

Tags allow the system to group similar datasets
and files to help find relevant ones

Users can to filter
search results

The filtering can
be done by e.g.
field of science,
dataset size or
creator of the data

If the repository contains many datasets, finding
the relevant ones is easier from filtered results

The system can be
integrable with
systems for long
term archival of
selected important
datasets

Selected research
datasets can be
stored for over 20
years in a long
term archival
system

Long term archival allows for the persistence of
science and continued use of the datasets

The system enables
different versions of
the dataset

The system can
store and display
different versions of
the dataset

Datasets can be worked on and changed, but the
old versions should be available since someone
might use the older versions of the data

The system allows
for downloadable
citations to the
dataset

The system gives
citations in
common formats

Citing datasets is much easier when you can get
citations right out of the system
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B.2 Functional Requirements for Research
Data Management

Requirement Metric Rationale
Research data
management tool
must not interfere
with the research
work

Research data
management must
not take more than
5% of researcher’s
time

If the tool causes problems it is not going to be
used

Publishing data
from the research
data management
tool should be easy

It should take
fewer than 5
interactions with
the system to
publish a dataset
from the research
data management
tool

There is no point in separating the systems and
making publishing easy it makes publishing more
likely

The tool must be
able to store
metadata in
addition to storing
the actual data

The metadata in
the system should
follow the
metadata
standards of the
publishing
platform

Data without metadata is incomplete and mak-
ing metadata a part of the research data manage-
ment tool would promote metadata even during
the research process

The tool should
have a graphical
user interface

There is a
graphical user
interface to the
system that is
available through
the Internet

Not all researchers like a command line interface

The tool should
have a command
line interface

There is a
command line
interface to the
system that can be
accessed for
example with SSH

Not all researchers like graphical user interfaces

The tool should be
integrable to data
collection devices

Once integrated,
the users do not
need to manually
do anything to
upload the raw
data to the system

The more computerized the research process is
the better it is for the researchers

The system can be
integrated to
research workflow
systems

The system offers
APIs to integrate
it to existing
workflow systems

Some research projects have research workflows
that automate the research process and that
should be accommodated

The system allows
for comments on
shared files

The system has a
commenting
function for the
objects in the
system

Comments help with collaboration on the files
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The system uses
the existing user
management
system

The system
integrates to the
existing user
management
system of the
institution

We do not want to add more user accounts or
points of confusion to the user

The research data
should be
accessible from
anywhere

The system does
not filter traffic
based on an IP
address range, but
the system should
use the user
management
system to
authenticate users

Researchers might want to work from home, for
example

B.3 Hardware Requirements

Requirement Metric Rationale
Data is stored
within the legal
geographical limits

The hardware of
the system is
located such that
the legal
constraints are
satisfied (for
example, in the
case of Finland the
hardware is in
Finland)

Some data cannot leave borders of countries

The data must be
backed up for
disaster recovery

The data storage is
designed following
good standards
and principles

The research data is sensitive and should be
backed up in case of failures – full back up on
tapes is not feasible, but good enough replica-
tion is required

The hardware must
adhere to the
safety requirements
of the data
concerning privacy
and other
confidentiality

The hardware
conforms to the
safety standards of
the data

Some data must be safer than other data – how-
ever, the most extreme cases should be handled
separately

The hardware
should be
virtualized by the
software on top of
it

The hardware can
be changed and the
system on top of it
does not need to
be changed

The research data lifespan is likely to outlive sev-
eral compute and storage hardware generations
and hardware will always eventually fail
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B.4 User Experience Requirements
The user experience requirements shown here are not exhaustive - in order to serve users
best they should be involved in designing the system.

Requirement Metric Rationale
The system clearly
shows what
metadata is needed
for the upload of
datasets

Uploaded datasets
contain all the
relevant metadata

Metadata is important and making sure that
users input all of it makes the quality of data
better

Search results are
displayed in a way
that even if there
are a lot of search
results the user is
not confused

The data deluge
from search does
not hide the
dataset the user is
actually searching
for

When the system contains many datasets, dis-
playing search results becomes a pain

The user is
provided with
examples on how
to write clear
descriptions of
their datasets

The descriptions
are short and
follow the best
practices of the
field

The free form descriptions of datasets are the
most important when searching and trying to
find relevant datasets to gain a basic understand-
ing of the dataset

The research data
management tool is
as easy to use as
the commercial
cloud services

When compared in
user tests, the
research data tool
gets as good scores
as the commercial
ones

The commercial cloud services will be the clear
benchmark for the research data management
tool and thus should be as good or better than
those services

When searching,
the user should be
prompted to
narrow down the
search if there are
too many results

If there are over a
hundred search
results, the user
should be
prompted to
narrow down the
search

Users get frustrated if they can’t find what they
are looking for and prompting them to narrow
down the search helps them find results

The users have
access to an
overview of their
data, published
and unpublished

The publishing
platform and the
research data
management tool
are integrated to a
common dashboard
view

The users want to keep track of their projects
and maybe want to even show off their current
contribution

The data
visualization
should be
interactive when
applicable

The user can define
the visualization
parameters and
subsets of the data
for the
visualization

Visualizing data is a way to understand the data
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The user should be
rewarded for using
the systems

The system
generates reports
or badges the user
can show on his or
her online profiles

Sharing research data needs to give a reward to
the user

The system can
highlight published
datasets from time
to time

The front page of
the system has
dedicated space for
highlighted
datasets

Highlighting datasets is a way of rewarding users
and getting exposure for the datasets
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